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ABSTRACT

A JAVA program (ENBrain) was developed to implement aftiftcial neural

networks in electronic noses (e-noses) for odour assessment. Three-layer feed-forward

neural networks with sigrnoid function neurons were built up by ENBrain. Tlie Back-

propagation algorithm was applied to train the networks. Networks with different number

of hidden units and initial weights were experimented. N-butanol was used as the test

odorant and measured with an Alpha MOS Fox 3000 e-nose equipped with 12 rnetal

oxide sensors. Each n-butanol sample was analysed with 4 replications, and a total of 80

data vectors were collected. Arnong these 80 data vectors, 32 ones were used for training

the neulal networks and the other 48 wele used for testing the neural networks. Odour

intensities of n-butanol sarnples were assessed by human panels using an eight-point and

a 0-200 intensity scale. PCA was pelformed on training and testing data sets. For training

set, all data vectors are linearly separable, while for testing set, four n-butanol samples

are more difficult to be linearly separated.

High accuracy (I00%o) was achieved for pledicting odour concentrations and

intensities during training. With the increase in the number of hidden units, an increase in

accuracy and decreases in the SSE and MSE were observed from 1 to 14 hidden units and

little changes were observed after the number of hidden units reached 14.

Trained networks were tested over the testing data set. High coefhcient of

determination (R2 : 0.89) was obtained between network predicted and actual odour

concentlations. A high correlation (R2 > 0.95) was obtained between network predicted

and human panel assessed odour intensities in both the eight-point and 0-200 intensity

scales.
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1. INTRODUCTIONI

The e-nose technology provides cost-effective alternatives for accurate, reliable

and speedy identification of environmental pollutants such as odours (Kress-Rog ers 1996;

Srivastava and Levy 2002). However, until now the recognizing abilities of electronic

nose are quite limited. Some well-trained human experts are able to recognize more than

4000 different odours. In comparison, the recognizing abilities of electronic noses are still

far behind trained human noses. The reasons are that the sensitivity and selectivity of gas

sensors in e-noses are not ideal; and the abilities of the statistical and the neural-network-

based classif,rcation methods for large-sample, multi-class and high-dimensional

ploblems ale uot as good as expected (Gao et aL.2004). However, in many applications,

we need to detect odouLs, instead of recognizing them. This leads to measurement of

odour concentration or intensity. Recent work has shown a clear relationship between

odour concentration and the averaged e-nose sensor response for agricultural odours at

low concentrations, suggesting the possibility of developing an instrument for f,reld

measurements of agricultural odours (Misselbrook et al. 1997). The main advantage of an

e-nose is tliat once calibrated, it can be used to perform odour assessment on a continuous

basis at a minirnal cost (Hudon and Guy 2000). However, odour is difficult to define as it

is tlre relationship of a physiological effect to the stimuli (Dowdeswell and Payne l9g9).

Future development is needed to address the relationship between sensor output and

odour intensity, rather than odour type (Gostelow 2001).

Odour is the sensations that occul when a complex mixture of odorants stimulate

receptors in the nasal cavity. In other words, odoul is a complex physiological variable,

not a sirnple physical or chemical variable. Typical e-nose consists an anay of gas



sensors, which generates multiple dimension data, e.g., 10 gas sensors produce a data

vector with 10 dimensions. Considering the multiple dimension problems, the

conventional statistical approaches lack of power to analyse e-nose data. Adificial neural

network can be applied appropriately for ceftain types of problems, where observations

are repl'esented by many attribute-value pairs, the training examples may contain enors,

long training times ale acceptable, fast evaluation of the learned target ftrnction may be

required, and the ability of humans to understand the learned target function is not

important (Mitchell 1997). With these problem characteristics, the e-nose problem is an

appropriate problem, which artificial neural networks can be applied for'.

This study was focused on developing altificial neural networks to correlate e-

nose measurements to human assesstnent of odour intensity. In this study, I am trying to

find answers to the following questions: 1) Is it possible for artificial neural networks to

predict odour intensities and concentrations? 2) How do the network parameters affect

network performance?



2. OBJECTIVE

The goal of this research was to develop a computer Graphical User Interface

(GUI) software to implement artificial neural networks for predicting livestock odours

based on data collected by e-noses. Because data for training and validating the artif,rcial

neural networks were collected with a l2-sensor commercial e-nose for a standard

odorant (n-butanol), the objectives were centered on these specific conditions. These

objectives were:

to develop a back-propagation artificial neural networks to correlate d,ata from 72-

metal oxides e-nose sensol's to human assessed odour intensity for n-bntanol, and

to conduct numelical experiments to evaluate the perfoïmance of the artificial neural

networks.

1.

2.



3. LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 Introduction to Electronic Nose (e-nose)

The electronic nose typically comprises a sensor system and a recognition system.

The sensor system for odours is typically an arÍay of gas sensors. The recognition system

is often implemented on a computer. Figure I shows the basic structure and general

processes in an e-nose. The odour sample is presented to the sensor system. The sensor

responses are recoldecl in a predetermined information format (e.g., electrical signals),

which is readable to the recognition system. The recognition system analyses this

information or data and tries to "define" the odour. The recognition can be viewed as data

analysis. Both conventional statistical approaches and pattern recognition approaches can

be used in data analysis. HoweveL, pattern recognition is more commonly used in recent

electronic nose studies.

Odour sample Sensors

Electrical signals

Data analysis system

Figure 1. Basic stlucture and general plocesses ofan e-nose

Nearly 20 years after the first idea of the electronic nose was published, the use of

electronic noses started to take place in industry in the mid-1990s. This delay is due to

the complexity of such a system and the requirement of advanced technologies (e.g., the



more sensitive sensors) (Gardner' 1999). Another reason for the delay is that the

electronic nose is an interdisciplinary research area. It requires the knowledge of odour

molecules (chemistry), biological mechanism (biology), odour sensors (electronic

engineering), and data processing (statistics and computer science).

3.2 Issues about odours

3.2.1 The human perception of odour

The sense of smell makes the most significant contribution to humans' perception

of odour (Gardner 1999). Since the olfactory receptors are located in a high up membrane

within the nose, humans can only pelceive volatile odour compounds that can reach these

receptors through the air'. Dutta et al. (2003a) stated that the mammalian olfactory system

consists of a large number of non-specific receptors - with about 300 different olfactory

binding proteins having been identified - in a total of about 50 million. Receptor cells are

not specific to individual molecules - instead they have broad responses with a large

overlap between different cell classes (Pearce, 1997). These cells send their signals to

secondary nodes and then cells located in the olfactory bulb. There is a mar.ked

convergence at this stage with between 1000 and 20,000 primary leceptol cells

connecting to each secondary cell followed by limited divergence (Pearce et al. 1993).

Secondary cells interact with each other and with higher cells as well. Thus the system is

complex and non-linear.

The lesponse and perception varies with the sensitivity of individual olfactory

systems which are affected by genetics and age, physical condition of individual, and the

individual's experience and memory of exposures to the odour (Bar1h l973; Anonymolls

1998). in Gilbert and Wysocki (1987)'s study, which involved 1.5 million individuals, it



was shown that for both sexes the highest sensitivity to odours is reached after puberly

and declines after the age of 70. At all ages, females are more sensitive to odours than

males. The individuals' state of health and their endocrinological condition have an effect

on their sensitivity to odours, e.g., influenza, a cold, or sinus infection can result in a

temporary loss of odour perception.

Odour intensity is defined as the perceived magnitude of a stimulus (ASTM 1991).

Odours of equal concentration do not necessarily be of equally perceived intensity

(Sarkar and Hobbs 2002). The odour intensity depends on the concentration of each

compound and the combination of these compounds as well (Zhou 2001). Stevens (1957)

proposed that the pelceived psychological intensity is a function of the odorant

concentration as1 = k(C -Co)", where 1is the perceived psychological intensity; Æ is the

constant dependent on the choice of units of C, I and odorant; C is the physical intensity

expressed as concentration of odour compound; Co is an estimate of the odour detection

tlireshold; n is the constant dependent on odorant. Katz and Talbert (Cain and Moskowitz

1974) found that psychophysical functions for most substances wele in accord with the

logarithmic relation and they tested it for about 55 odorants.

3.2.2 Simple and complex odours

Simple odours are defined as a single, well-defined compound. Cornplex odours

are mixtures of odour cotnpounds. Naturally occurring odouls fi'om foodstuffs, beverages,

and plants and the odour of perfumes ale not due to single molecular species but rather

are the result of complex mixtures of molecules made up of tens, hundreds, or even

thousands of separate compounds (Gardner 1999). In the case of coffee, over 670



different components have been identified as playing a role in determining the coffee

odour (Ho et al.1993).

3.2.3 Conventional techniques for odour measurement

'When 
considering the odoul measurement, it is important to discuss the differ-ence

between odorauts and odours. An odorant is the compound responsible for irnparting an

odour, whereas an odour is the perceived effect of the odorant as detected and interpreted

by the olfactory system (Gostelow et al. 2001). Because of the lack of a comprehensive

theory of olfaction, the exact relationship between odorant properties and odour

perception is not clear. Tliis difference between odorants and odours leads to two broad

classes of odour measurement techniques: instrumental analysis referring to odorants and

sensory evaluation referling to odours.

Instrumental (analytical) measurement concelns the physical or chemical properties

of odolants, most commonly measuring odorant concentration. Instrumental methods

such as gas chlomatography (GC), gas chromatography with mass spectrometry (GC-

MS), sniffing GC-MS, and/or high perfonnance liquid chlomatography (HPLC),

cornbined with appropriate sample preparation techniques, are routinely ernployed for the

analysis of concentrations of specific gases in odour (Berna et al. 2004). These

techniques provide objective, r'epeatable and accrual odorant nreasurement. Most

importantly they lelate directly to theoretical rnodels relating to odorant formation or

emission (Gostelow et al. 2001). The disadvantages of instrumental analysis are

summarised as follows (Brennan 1993; Preti et aI. 1993; Stoldeur et al. 1981; Young

1984):



1. Since most naturally occurring odours are complex mixtures of a number of

odorants, ernploying instrumental analytical techniques need separation prior

to analysis.

2. Non-odorous compouncls may be detected by instrumental analysis.

3. Instrumental analysis cannot measure the odour intensity, which is perceived

by human nose as a result of a mixture of odorants.

Sensory evaluation using the hurnan nose is the basis for rnost of the experimental

measurements of odour and the use of human panel is currently widely accepted as the

best method for odour evaluation (Riskowski 1991; Clanton et al. 1999). Berna et al.

(2004) stated that the most important issues in sensory analysis include the

standardisation of measurements, the correctness of training human assessors, and the

stability and reproducibility of the evaluation. The relatively high costs for training and

use of sensory panels are also a major drawback of this technique. It is well known that

olfactometry results vary widely between labolatories (Schulz and van Harreveld 1996)

and humau factors affect sensory panel performance (Bliss et al. 7996). Considering that

a judgment of odour depends not only on the permanent or fundamental makeup, such as

race and sex, but also on the temporary make-up, as age, occupation, the previous history

of odour experiences, a cold in the head, or even on such a fleeting phenomenon as

menstruation, a mental upset, and othel's, anyone who has wolked on a panel, or has

studied the methods employed and read panel reports, will admit that panel findings are

subjective, and that even a trained panel member is not a constant adjudicator (Summer

rgt r).



In summary, the instrumental analysis measures odorants, wheleas sensory

evaluation measures odours. However, these techniques are cost and time consuming.

There is a need for the e-nose, which can complement these conventional techniques.

3.3 Odour sensors in e-noses

3.3.1 The relationships between the molecular shape and odours

The size, shape, and polar ploperties of the molecules detenline its odour properlies

(Dutta el al. 2003a). It is possible to predict odours by their moleculal shapes or

chemical structures. However, the current discovery of the lelationships between

molecular shapes and odours is insufficient to do so in practice. Gardner (1999) stated

two rules for the relationships between the molecular shape and odours:

(i). Compounds with same functional gloups, similar overall shape and size, could

have same odour.

(ii) Moving the position of a functional group can alter the odour. For example,

enantiomeric molecules and diastereomeric molecules can exhibit very diffelent odours.

However, these rules are not infallible and there are many exceptions. Moncrieff

(1951), Stoll (1957), Naves (1957) and Beets (1951) had the following general

conclusions:

(i) Although much information on the relation between specific areas of odours and

clremical structure has been elucidated,little can be generalizedto the whole field.

(ii) It is still not possible to say why ceftain molecules are odolous when often very

sirnilar molecules with very similal vapour pressures are not.



(iii) There is general agreement that both the overall shape and size of the molecules

and the presence of particular functional gloups are imporlant features, which determine

the odour of the molecules.

There is a lack of an overall correlation pattern between odour and chemical constitution

(Harper et al. 1968). Even avery superficial perusal of the results shows that the different

sets of rules are embanassingly unconnected (Beets 1964).

3.3.2 The principle of odour sensors

Since the molecular shapes are essential in determining the properties of odours,

we would design odour sensors by the structure-odoul relationship. Unforlunately, our

understanding of the relationship is insufficient to design such sensors (Gardner 1999).

Indeed, the current odoul sensors comprise a chemically sensitive material interfaced to a

transducer. The chemically sensitive material generates a physical change by interacting

with odours, and then the transducer senses that physical change and convefts it into an

output signal, usually an electrical signal. The responsiveness of sensors is not highly

specific to a particular chemical species, and thus a single sensor cannot be expected to

perform reliably as the detector of single substances (Mccoy et al. 2003). Instead, an

array of sensors is commonly used in e-noses, and the sensors responses are collected as

an odour-specific pattern. This is thought to be analogous to the human olfactoly system,

where receptor cells are not specific to individual molecules but have broad responses

with a large overlap between different cell classes (Dickinson et al. 1998; Bartlett et al.

1997; Byfield and May 1996; Gardner and Bartlett 1994).

10



3.3.3 General requirements of odour sensors

The odour sensors used in e-nose applications are different from other chemical

sensors in many aspects. Desirable characteristics of electronic nose sensors have been

described by Bartlett et al. (1997). Moreover, Gardner (1999) discussed the general

requirements for odour sellsors used for e-nose as follow:

The sensors should respond in a reasonable time. The response time is defined as the

time taken for the device to reach some predetermined fraction of its final output. Ideally

in practice, it means just a few seconds. However, in many applications, a longer

response time is adequate. On the othel hand, the lecovery tirne defined as the time taken

for recovering from exposure to samples is also critical. The response time and recovery

time together determine the sarnple thloughput, i.e., the number of samples we can test

for each hour.

The sensors should respond at an appropliate concentration level. This is difficult

since odours have different detection thresholds. Some odours are effective af a very low

concentration, but others have a much higher threshold. Tlie range for proper

concentrations depends on the sensor device and the odour molecules. Furthermore, this

concentration range should be wide enough for different odours and the sensors do not

saturate in such a normally encountered concentration range.

The sensors should be leproducible. The reproducibility includes two aspects, the

reproducibility of a particular sensor thloughout the lifetime of that sensor, and the

leploducibility between the same types of sensors. Reproducibility of a particular sensor

can provide us with a stable sensor response. This is very important for pattem

recognition. Furthermole, this reploducibility can avoid the drift problem, which is the

u



general, slow change in sensitivity due to aging effects. It is interesting to note that the

biological solution to this problem is pooling response fiom a large population of

receptor cells. The other aspect of reproducibility is reproducing between the same types

of sensors. This reproducibility can solve the sensor-poisoning problem, which arises

when a sensor is exposed, often inadvertently,to a material that irreversibly binds to, or

interacts with, the sensing material leading to a reduction or even total loss of sensitivity.

If a sensor is poisoned, we can replace it withollt the need of recalibrating the system.

Furthermore, this reproducibility means we can use the same sensor data to train

(calibrate) different e-noses that are located in different sites. It makes the distributive

tlaining possible. The potential approach to achieve this reproducibility is automated and

controlled manufacture of sensors.

The sensors should be insensitive to environrnent changes, such as temperature,

humidity, and flow rate. However, all current sensors show some sensitivity to these

environmental palameters. In principle, we can eliminate the sensitivity by careful system

design and sample handling. However, this leads to a complex and expensive system, and

limited sarnple throughput. One possible solution to this ploblem is to view sensor array

as time-varying dynamic systems, whose variation has to be tracked by adaptive

estimation algorithm (Holmberg 1997), i.e., considering environmental effects in the

pattern recognition system.

Since the alray of sensors used in e-noses generates odour patterns (fingerprints),

which are discemibly different for differerrt samples, the sensors should respond to a

broad range of compounds. At the same time, the response shown by different elements

within the array to a particular compound sliould not be highly correlated otherwise the

T2



information content of the pattern produced by the array will be low (Gardner and

Bartlett 1996).

The odour sensors should be lesponsive to molecules in the gas phase, since most

odours are in gas phase. The cost and size of a sensor should be minimized, since we are

using an array of sensors for e-noses. Smaller sensors need less volume of samples,

which can speed up response time and improve sensitivity by avoiding sample dilution.

3.4Data analysis in e-noses

3.4.1 Odour concentration vector and sensor response vector

Since each odour comprises of a number of chemical components (cornpounds),

we can use the concentration of each component to describe an odour. A vector, called a

concentration vectot, represents these concentrations. Gardner (1999) def,rned the

concentration vector as:

c,=

ct.¡

c z.i

c t,t¡

(l)

where

c, : the concentration vector for the j'th odour sample

c,,ù : the concentration of the m'th component in thej'th odour sample.

In most cases, we employ a sensor aray fol an e-nose system. The sensor array

consists of a number of gas sensols. Each sensor generates an output based on odour

samples. Therefore, the output of the sensor array produces a vector, which is defined by

Gardner (1999) as the following:

13



xt.i

xt.¡

x,!i

where

x,,, : the output fiorn the d'th sensor corresponding to theT'th odour component

x, : fhe sensor response vector' for theT'th odour sample.

3.4.2 Statistical approaches for sensor data analysis

In conventional statistic approaches, we assllme a linear regression model to

describe the relationship between sensor data and odoul concentrations. This model is

presented as:

x. - A x c'- j " i
(dxl) (dxnt) (ntxl)

where

A : transformation matrix

c , : the concentration vector for the j'th odour sample

x, : the sensof response vector fol theT'th odour sample

d: the number of sensors

m: the number of components.

In this model, we are trying to find the transformation rnatrix tl,,,lby exploring a

number of odour samples. Linear regression techniques, such as rnultiple linear

(2)

(3)

14



regression (MLR) and partial least squares (PLS), can be used to find such a

transformation matrix. Given the sensor data from nine coated bulk acoustic wave (BAW)

gas sensors, Carey et al. (1987) successfully applied MLR to analyse ceftain organic

vapout's. Hierlemann et al. (1995) applied a PLS analysis on the sensor output of an alray

of six polymer-coated BAW devices to predict concentrations of n-octane and toluene.

There are two important assumptions for this linear regression model (Gardner

reee):

1) A linear model is valid, i.e., the response of each sensor is proportional to the

component concentration.

2) The principle of superposition

response of a sensor to

have A,rc, + A,rcr...+ A,,,cu, = xi ,

holds, i.e., an additive linear model of the

the m components. Therefore, we

where I<i<d , c,, represents the m'th

concentration for one odour, J/ represents the i'th sensor output coresponding to

this odour.

The second assumption means the response of a sensor to a rnixture of, say, two

components equals the surn of the responses to the individual components (Gardner

1999). Since the interactions between components within an odour ale weak ones in the

electronic nose's low component concentration experience, the second assumption

(additive effect) holds in most electronic nose applications (Gardner 1999). Therefore,

the rnatrix multiplication holds in equation 3. However, in many sitnations, there is no

linear lelationship between sensor response vector and concentration vector. Linear

model is not valid in these situations.

15



Fufihermore, Gardner (1999) pointed out that if we try to predict concentrations

from the regression model, the number of observations (samples) increases

approximately to the power of the number of components. Unfortunately, most naturally

occurring complex odours consist of hundreds or thousands of components. Therefore,

we need a huge number of observations. This is not applicable in practice.

Because of the invalidity of linear models and the need of a huge number of

observations, conventional statistical approaches are not suitable in electronic nose

applications. It is neithel possible, nor indeed necessary for an electronic nose to predict

the individual component concentration (Gardner 1999). Alternatively, the data analysis

problem can be simplified to a pattern recognition problern. In this case, we do not need

to predict the individual concentration for each component. Indeed, the sensor response

vector is viewed as patterns or fingerplints of odours, and we distinguish these patterns

by their differences.

3.4.3 P attern recognition

3.4.3.1 Feature extraction

If we use concentrations of odour components to describe odours, each

concentration could be used as a feature of the odour. ideally, if we f,ind each component

concentration, we can distinguish odours by theil concentration vector. These

concentration vectors are actually odours' pattern. However, it is difficult and almost

impossible to find the whole concentration vector. Most complex odours consist of

hundreds ol thousands of odour components. Considering the e-nose situation in which a

number of gas sensors are applied, there is a need of hundreds or thousands of sensors

since each sensol should only respond to a specific component in order to obtain the
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whole concentration pattem. This ideal case is not applicable in practice. The number of

sensors is restricted by their cost and size and current sensors lespond to a number of

components. In an e-nose, the use of a sensor array results in partially over-lapping

sensitivity such that each sensor responds to a range or class of gases rather than to a

specific one (Zaromb and Stellar 1984).

In statistical data analysis approaches, we are trying to find a transformation

matrix A (eq. 3). However, ftom the pattern recognition's point of view, it is not

necessary fol us to find such a transfolmation rnatrix. Furtherrnore, we do not even need

to know the concentration vector C , . What we are looking for is the response vector x j ,

since these vectols replesent odour patterns. Our objective is discriminating odours by

their patterns, i.e., response vectors from gas sensors. Therefore, the features we actually

use are sensor responses, although the ideal feature set consists of all component

concentrations. The transformation from concentrations to sensor response can be viewed

as feature extraction, which can also be represented by the linear regression model

equation. The elements of the (d xrz) transformation matrix A are defined by the

sensitivity and specificity of each of fhe d sensors to the different r? components in the

odour of classT (Gardner, 1999). A,o rcpresents the sensitivity and specificity of the l'th

gas sensot to the À'th component in such an odour. Therefore, the feature extraction

depends on the type ofgas sensors.

Generally, the number of components (rz) is much greater than the number of

sensors (d), i.e., m))d, since most odouls are complex odours, which comprise a gteat

number of components (e.g., 670 identified components in coffee). On the other hand, d

is always small, typically fi'om 6 to 32. The reason is that odour sensors are expensive,
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and more sensors means largel size of sensor aftay, which leads to larger volume of

odour sample. Considering the limited number of sensors, the sensors used in electronic

noses should respond to a broad range of odour components and be not correlated.

However, since the number of different odour components is huge, there are no such

ideal sensors. Therefore, we might lose information after feature extraction.

3.4.3.2 Over-view of pattern recognition techniques applied in e-noses

The PCA (Principal Component Analysis) is a technique generally used for data

compression and reduction of dimensionality while simultaneously retaining the

information present in the data (Lavine 2000). The PCA is a linear orthogonal

transformation from rnulti-dimensional input space to a two or thlee dimensional space,

such that the coordinates of data in the two or thlee dimensional space are unconelated

and maximal amount of variance fiorn the original data is preserved by only a small

numbel of coordinates (Byun et al. 1997). Therefore, a multiple dimensional problem can

be transformed to a two or three-dimensional problem in order to be plotted and

visualized by human obselvels. In the analysis of responses fiom the electronic nose, the

PCA acts as a decorlelator at the pre-processing stage and maximises the variance within

the data before the classification procedure is performed (Kermit and Tornic 2001). Sohn

et al. (2003) concluded that a PCA pre-processing has a role not only to reduce

dimensionality of training data but also to enhance the generalisation of the neural

network. Byun et al. (1997 ) explored the possibility of using PCA for visualisation of the

difference between odour patterns obtained f¡om an array of 20 conducting polyrner

sensors. In theil expeliment, how different one cluster is fi'om another depends only on

human observations. In Gardner's (1991) experimental study, twelve tin oxide gas
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sensors were exposed to five alcohols and six beverages, and the response was studied

using cluster analysis (CA) and PCA. He repofted that the individual alcohols separated

out into five distinct clusters, whereas the beverages clustered into only tlilee distinct

classes.

Among the potentially useful Pattern Recognition (PARC) techniques, artificial

neural networks (ANNs), to a ceftain extent, mimic the human olfactory system of

processing information. Therefore, artificial neural networks are generally considered as

most promising tools for undelstanding the PARC problems in chemical sensing

(Gardner eT al. 1992). Unlike other pattem recognition rnethods, an ANN inspired by

biological nervous systems is a dynarnic, self-adapting system that can modify its

response to external forces using previous experience, offering a lnore flexible and faster

method of analysis (Chelani et al. 2002). ANN has proved more to be adaptable to events

occuning in real analytical situations because it is much more resistant to random etrors,

and drift in sensor signal magnitudes (Sohn et al. 2003). For an artificial neural network,

topology as well as weight factors of neurons determine the main properties of the

network (Korenman and Kalach 2003).

Back-plopagation neulal network is the most commonly used neural network, and is

discussed in the next section. Another commonly used network, Radial Basis Function

(RBF) neural network, is an approach to function approximation that is closely related to

distance-weighted regression and also to aftificial neural networks (Mitchell 1997). The

early discussions about the RBF neural networks were given by Powell (1987),

Broomhead and Lowe (1988), and Moody and Darken (1989). RBF is an attractive

classification technique and many researchers use the RBF network for e-nose
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applications. Evans et al. (2000) evaluated a RBF neural network for the determination of

wheat quality from electronic nose data. They stated that because other neural network

architectures require long training time and sometimes reach false minima in the training

cycle, the use of RBF neural network circumvents this and provides for very lapid

training and robust predictive power. They found that the size of training set is an

important factor in determining the accuracy of any predictions made using the network,

and reversing the training and unl<nown sets in the example clearly improves the

predictive power of the network to this parlicular problem. Finally, they reporled that the

RBF neural network achieved a predictive success of 92.3o/o with no bad samples

misclassified as good in a 4O-sample population (24 good, 17 bad) using a training set of

92 samples (72 good, 20 bad). Furthermore, Ali et al. (2003) applied RBF neural

networks for an e-nose, which classifies fresh edible oils. In their research, an electronic

nose utilising an array of six-bulk acoustic wave polymer coated Piezoelectric Quartz

(PZQ) sensors was developed. A 6-6-3 (6 input neurons, 6 hidden neut'olts, 3 output

neurons) neural network was implemented to classify three oils, i.e., Extra vilgin olive

(EVO), Non-virgin olive oil (OI), and Sunflower oil (SFO). Their repofi showed, after

being trained on233 data sets and tested on 113 sets selected randomly from the fuIl data

set; only one sunflower oil sample was misclassified as non-virgin olive oil. It was found

that the results of RBF were excellent, giving classifications of above 99%o for the

vegetable oil test samples. However, unfofiunately, the abilities of RBF networks heavily

depend upon whether the number, locations, and widths of radial basis function kernels

are appropriate (Gao et aL. 2004). Furthermore, since RBF is based on the distance
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between patterns, how we define the distance in input space is essential to the

performance of RBF.

The Genetic Algorithm (GA) was introduced by Holland (1975), and Goldberg

(1989) described the steps in the GA. GAs are based on the evolutionary model, which

maintains that the best-adapted species have better chances of survival (Lucasius and

Kateman 1993; Siedlecki and Sklansky 1988). Applying GA to optimize the neural

network has been investigated by rnany researchers, including Yao (1993), Balaklishnan

and Honavar (1995), Schaffer et al. (1992), and Falco et al. (1998). A number of studies

of genetic algorithm neural networks (GANN) have been conducted for e-nose

applications. Srivastava et al. (1998) explored neuro-genetic applications in processing

electronic nose data corrupted with additive Gaussian noise. In their study, published

sensor data for different polymer-coated surface-acoustic wave (SAW) sensor affays

exposed to fixed concentrations of hazardous vapours like diethyl sulphide (DES) and

iso-octane (ISO) were used. They implemented a standard back-propagation neural

network (BPNN) and a genetically trained neural network (GANN). In the GANN, they

encoded the neural network into binary strings called chromosomes by concatenating the

weight values one after the other and found that 10 or twenty bits per weight seem to be

an adequate resolution (10 bits in their study). They also introduced a new crossovel

operator, which is called "Multipoint Restricted Crossover (MRX)" to overcome the

diff,rculty in convelgence with the standard crossover opelator. To compare BPNN with

GANN, they varied the dimensionality of instances by taking different numbers of

sensors. In their repoú, tlie BPNN and GANN showed comparable performance for low

dimensionality instances, but GANN was far superior for high dimensionality instances.
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Kermani et al. (1999) combined the GA and Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) neural network

algorithm to enhance perfonnance in an e-nose. In their study, they reduced the network

optimization problern to the selection of the number of neurons, and GA was employed to

manage this selection. According to the results, they suggested that by cornbining a GA

with an NN, one can enhance the performance of an e-nose classifrer system for three

odour classes, i.e., fragrance, hog farm air, and soft beverages. Boilot et al. (2002)

implemented a GA to reduce the instance dirnensionality in an e-nose application for

discriminating standard fruits. They reduced the dirnensionality by 60-70% and achieved

accuracy of around 94.3%.

Thele are many pattern lecognition techniques that have been applied to e-nose data

analysis, but there is no agreement that one technique is superior to others. The choice of

pattern recognition techniques depends on the available data and the type of result that is

required (Schallel et al. 1998). The nature of data also decides which a technique is more

suitable in a particular application than others.

3.5 Artificial neural network for e-noses

3.5.1 Typical structures

Neural networks comprise connected units and weighted connections. These units,

which are called llelrrolls, are typically divided into a few layers, and each unit in one

layer connects with all units in the next layer. Typically, there is no connection between

neurons within the same layer. This is a common structure of a feed-forward layered

network, although there are many other network structures.
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Most layered networks consist of three layels, namely the input layer, hidden

Iayer, and the output layer. Figure 2 illustrates this network structure. It is comÍlon to use

one or two layers of sigmoid units, and, occasionally, three layers (Mitchell 1997).It is

not common to use more than three layels because training times become very long and

because networks with three layels of sigmoid units are sufficient to expless a rich

variety of target functions (Mitchell 1997).
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Output layer

Hidden layer

Input layer

3.5.2 Neurons

Each neuron has a few weighted inputs, and generates one output. The output is a

function on these weighted inputs. Various types of functions can be used to calculate the

output in a neuron.

One type of neuron is called a perceptron, which takes a vector of real-valued

inputs, and calculates a lineal combination of these inputs. It outputs 1 if the result is

Figure 2. Atypical three layer feed-forward network
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greater than some threshold and -1 otherwise. Given inputs xt...x,, this perceptron

function is:

,f

r, o

where

wo : â threshold

wi : real-valued constant weights

x,,: inputs.

An unthresholded perceptron is a linear unit, whose output is:

o(Í)=¡''¡

where

r,i: weights vector

l: inputs vector.

Another commonly used neuron is sigmoid unit, whose output is:

s = g(w.x) (6)

where

g: sigmoid function

The logistic form of sigmoid function is:

wlxl + w 2x2 +...+ w nx n2w 0

therwise
o(xr......xr)= 

{ 

L

(4)

(5)

s(v)=¡-

The "tanh" form of a sigmoid function is:

v -cs(v\=
l -Ie'+e

(t)
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The logistic and "tanh" forms of a sigrnoid function were plotted in fìgure 3 and 4.
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Figure 3. The logistic form of a sigmoid function

Figure 4. The "tanh" form of a sigmoid function

A sigmoid unit is similar to a pelceptron. It first calculates the linear combination of its

inputs, and then applies a tluesliold to the result. However, this threshold is continuous
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comparing with a perceptron with a discontinuous threshold. The output of sigmoid

function is between 0 and I (or between -1 and 1), and increases monotonically with its

inputs. The sigmoid unit maps a very lalge input domain (-"o, oo) onto a small range of

outputs (0,1) or (-1,1).

3.5.3 Training algorithms

Given a set of inputs, the neural network calculates the output based on the

neuron's function. First, each neuron produces an output based on the ir-rputs and their

associated weights. Then, each neuron forwards its output to the next connected neurons

(i.e., the neurons in the next layer). This process continues, until each neuron in the

output layer generates an output. When the actual network output is diffelent from the

target output, there exist "errors" in the netwolk and the network needs to be changed.

Most neural network algorithms are about how to change the weights. To f,rnd the conect

weights, we need to present some examples to the neural network. The key idea is to

search the hypothesis space of possible weight vectors to find the weights that best fit the

training examples (Mitchell 1997). The neural network adjusts theil weights based on

these known examples, and then generates the output for unknown examples. This

process is called a training process. The training process can be viewed as a learning

process, in which we teach a network by giving it examples.

To use a neural netwolk in an e-nose for odour measurefitent, we present the

response vector to the network (e.g., each input represents an output from a sensor), and

then the network generates outputs. Depending on how we encode odours, these outputs

tell us the predicted odour class. However, before the classification process, we need to
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train the network by using a number of examples. There are a lot of strategies or

algorithms to train a network.

Back-propagation algorithm is a standard gradient descent algorithm and the most

commonly used network (Rurnelhart et aL. 1986). When the predicted output is not the

target output, there are "errors". The basic idea of the backpropagation algorithm is to

change weights based on the errors, i.e., the eûors are back propagated to the network, so

that the errors ale minimized. The rninimization is implemented by adjustirig tlie weights

following the derivatives of errors.

The back-propagation algorithm could be viewed as a sealch through a hypothesis

space. The hypothesis space consists of a number of weight vectors. The algorithm is

seeking the best weight vector to produce the target output. A hypothesis space is

visualized in figure 5 (Mitchell 1997).In this example network, there are two weights,

vroand v,,. Therefore, the voaîd u,, plane represents the hypothesis space. The vertical

axis replesents the error on training examples. The network searches thlough the whole

hypotliesis space, and tries to find the global minimum point on the error surface. This

search strategy is called gradient descent.
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Figure 5. Visualization of search stlategy in the backpropagation algorithm (Mitchell

teeT)

The local minimum (rnaximum) problem is a classic problem in A.I. As the figure

5 shows, the neural network is seeking a global minimum (maximum) point on the error

surface. in the example shown above, the error surface is parabolic. Therefore, there is

only one global minimum point on the error surface. However, when we have more than

two weights in a network, the error surface could be very complex. There rnay be a few

local minimum (maxirnurn) points ou the enor surface (Fig. 6). The backpropagation

algorithm is only guaranteed to frnd some local minimum (rnaximum) solution, not the

global minimum (maximum) (Mitchell 1997). One strategy to handle this problem is

restarting the search fi'om a different point on the error surface. Changing the staft-up

point could avoid sticking into one local minimum/maximum. In plactice, it means
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initiating the network weights with different values. This strategy still does not guar-antee

to achieve the global minimum/maximum. However, in most cases, we do not need to

find the true global minimum/maximum. What we are searching for is a good enough

solution, i.e., a minimum/maximum, local or global, which is good enough to solve our

problems.

Figure 6. A complex error surface with several local minimum points

To train a neural network, the algorithm needs to run on the same set of training

examples a number of times. The training process is an iteration process. Therefore, when

to stop the training is an irnportant issue. Overfitting could be a problem, in which a

network has high accuracy on training examples, but low accuracy on unknown

instances. One possible reason is that the training set may not present the whole

population. Overf,rtting happens when the netwolk fits the training examples too "well"

so that it loses its generalization power, i.e., the power to classify unknown instances.

There are six common approaches to avoiding overfitting, including model selection,

jittering, early stopping, weighting decay, Bayesian learning, combining networks, and
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regularisation method using modified performance function (Sarle 2001). The most

successful solution to over'fitting is early stopping by providing a validation data set to

monitor the training pt'ocess. Figure 7 illustrates the overfitting problern and the early

stopping solution. As indicated by the figure, the training should be stopped when the

effor on the validation set stafts to increase. When the validation error increases for a

specified number of iterations, the training is stopped, and the weightings and biases at

the minimum of the validation error are returned (Demuth and Beale 1994). However, it

is necessary to note that in the second figure, the error on the validation set increases for a

short time, and decreases constantly. Therefore, detelmining the right time to stop

training is not ceftain.
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3.5.4 Back-propagation neural network for odour classification

Many researchers reported their work on the BPNN Llsed in the e-nose problem

domain. Gardner and Hines (1988) fir'st reported the application of a I2-7-5 BPNN to the

analysis of alcohols using a l2-element MOS array. Nakamoto et al. (1993) used the

BPNN to analyze perfumes and flavours usillg an array of eight lipid-coated BAW
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devices, and correctly classified 28 out of 50 odour samples, i.e., 560/o. Gardner et al.

(1994) implemented an 18-6-3 BPNN with 18 conducting polymer chemoresistors. This

BPNN was used to predict flavours of beer samples and achieved an accuracy of 93%o.

Although the BPNN performs well in many applications, it suffers fi'om the long training

time and being trapped into local minirna (Haykin 1994).

Nanto et al. (1995) used a commercially avallable 5MHz quartz-crystal resonator

gas sensor and a BPNN for identification of aromas from wine. They defined 9

parameters, which characlerize the transient response curves, as the inputs to the network.

They sampled 9 values on the continuous transient response curves. The network had

three layers that consisted of nine input units, nine hidden units, and three output units.

The network gave 100% accuracy on 14 trials.

_ Srivastava (2003) used 4 SnO, gas sensors to detect volatile organic compounds

(VOCs). In this experiment, data were pre-processed by the transformed cluster analysis

(TCA). Then a three-layer feed-forward BPNN (4-7-7) with sigmoidal activation function

was developed. Learning parameters such as the learning rate and momentum term were

optimized as 0.7 and 0.3 by grid experiments for a fixed srnall number of learning cycles.

A large number of experirnents with repeated restafts and different weight initializations

were performed to achieve the best classification. The network gave 7000/o classification

accuracy, and it was shown that the neural network processing of transformed data had

not only better noise tolerance but also could classify the vapours with the anay

composed of fewer number of sensors as compared to that for the raw (untlansfolmed)

dafa.
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3.5.5 Applying neural networks to odour measurement

In odour measurement, concentration and intensity of odours are predicted by

neural networks, whereas in odour classification applications, networks predict the type

or the class of odouls. Compared to odour classification, much fewer studies have been

done fol odour measurement using neural networks.

Dowdeswell and Payne (1999) first used an e-nose, which consisted of an array of

32 conducting organic polymers, to predict odour intensity. Odour samples from a local

wastewatel treatment works wele analysed by the e-nose, and the e-nose response was

used to train a feed-forward BPNN with the inclusion of the humidity as an input node.

After training a number of networks, they found that a configuration with 7 hidden nodes

gave the best result. Furthermore, they reported that the neural network predicted values

to within 6% of those of the sensory panel.

Stuetz et al. (1999) used an electronic nose for assessment of odours fiom sewage

treatment works. in their study, 46 odour samples were collected and sensor data were

produced using a Neotronics NOSE (Model D, Neotronics Scientific Ltd.), which

incorporated 12 polypyrrole conducting polymer sensols. Canonical correlation analysis

was pelformed, and it show-ed that there was no universal relationship between the

electronic nose responses and odour concentrations for sewage odours from a range of

locations within different tt'eatment works. However, when the data were re-analysed

using only the lower odour concentration ranges (i.e., threshold odour numbers (TON)

values less than 4000 oulntt), a clear correlation could be detected between the e-nose

output and the olfactometry data.
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Hudon ar-rd Guy (2000) used an Aromascan A32S (Aromascan) with conducting

polymer sensors and an Alpha MOS. Fox 3000 (Alpha M.O.S. SA) with metal oxide

sensors, as well as an experimental e-nose made of Taguchi-type tin oxide sensors for

measurement of odour intensity of odorous compounds (n-butanol, CH3COCH¡, ârd

C,H 5SH ) and binary mixtures (n-butanol and CH.COCH 3). Sensol response data were

used to train a BPNN with 6 hidden units and 1 output unit. The whole data set was

divided at random into two subsets: the training set (80% of the samples) and the

validation set (remaining 20%). Vely strong colrelations between calculated and

measured values wele obtained for Aromascan and Alpha MOS. e-noses, with a

coefficient of correlation of 0.99 in both cases. The correlation between calculated and

measured odour values was much weaker (r:0.84) for the experimerfal e-nose than for

the two commercial instruments. They concluded that 1) e-nose sensor response to

samples of equivalent odour intensity could be very different depending on the nature of

the compounds present 2) significant differences in sensitivity to odorous compounds

exist among e-nose sensor technologies; 3) for binary mixtures of odorous compounds, a

linear regression between odour intensity and averaged sensor response was appropriate

to represent the relationship between odour intensity and e-nose measurement when

conducting polymer sensors ale used, but was inadequate for metal oxide sensors; 4) for

binary mixtures of odorous compounds, ANN could be trained to accurately predict

odour intensity from commelcial e-nose sensor responses. Fufthermore, the following

genelal conclusions were made in their study: 1) in older to use an e-nose to measure

odour intensity associated with rnixtures of odorous compounds, its sensors' ability to

respond to the compounds potentially present in the mixtures must first be assessed and 2)
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the use of ANN to model the relationship between odour intensity measurement made by

sensory analysis and e-nose sensor response was very promising and its applicability to

environmental odours should, therefore, be investigated in future studies.

Sohn et al. (2003) quantified odours from piggery effluent ponds using an

electronic nose and an ANN. AlomaScan, an e-nose consisting of 32 conducting polymer

based sensors, was applied on odour samples from five different piggery effluent ponds.

A total of 246 samples were collected frorn five ponds. Tlie data obtained frorn

AromaScan analysis wele divided into four equal subsets. The first and the third subsets

were used as the training set, the second set as the test set, and the fourth set as the

validation set. A back-propagation neural network with two hidden layers was

implemented. A tan-sigrnoid transfer function was used in the hidden layers and a linear

transfer function in the output layer. The training data were pre-processed using the PCA,

with the intention of dimensionality reduction and to find a coordinate system that makes

the original responses as independent of each othel as possible. An early stopping

technique was used to get good generalisation performance and to decrease the number of

epochs. It was observed that the optimal number of hidden neurons was 20, which gave

the regression coefficient R2 : 0.96 between the pledicted odour concentration using

artificial neural network and actual odour concentration. The trained artificial neural

network model was able to predict the odour concentration of unknown nine air samples

with a coefficient of determination R2 of 0.59.

3.5.6 Comparison of algorithms

There is no doubt that there is no such algorithm that is superior to other

algorithms in all ploblem domains. Actually, the performance of an algorithm depends on
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the nature of the problern. Even in the electronic nose applications, there is no agreement

on which technique is superior. Since odours are so complex, a pattern recognition

technique might work well on a few particulal odouLs, but poorly on other ones.

Several algorithms were compared by Dutta et al. (2003b), in which they

irnplemented an e-nose approach to non-destructive egg freshness determination. In their

study, the BPNN, the learning vector quantisation (LVQ), the plobabilistic neural

network (PI.IN) and the RBF network were implemented for classifying egg odours. They

reported that RBF had the highest classification accuracy (up to 95o/o) on training data

comparing with BPNN (71%),LvQ Q2%), and PNN (90%). Besides, the RBF achieved

the highest accuracy on test data. Trained on an 866 MHz PC with a Pentium 3 processor,

RBF required 170 training iterations (57 minutes), PNN180 iterations (61 minute), LVQ

3000 iterations (2 hours), and BPNN 20,000 iterations (7 hours). According to the

experiment lesults, they believed that a RBF based e-nose provided an attractive means

of identifying the fieshness of 'commercial' eggs.

Fufthermore, Dutta et al. (2003 c) analyzed tea quality using an array of 4 metal

oxide sensors based electronic nose. Seven hundred fifty data vectors for 5 different tea

samples were collected, and PCA, fuzzy C means (FCM), and the self-organizing rnap

(SOM) were used to explore clustering. Then they used 4 networks to predict tea quality.

BPNN network (6-5-5) achieved an accuracy of 88%, LVQ 89%, PNN 94%, and RBF

100yo, when envilorunental factors (temperature and humidity) wele used as extra input

nodes.
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4. MATERIALS AND METI{ODS

4.1 Development of a neural network system- ENBrain

4.1.1 Programming language

An arlificial neulal network was implemented using the Java plogramming

language. Java probably is the most popular programming language in recent years.

Although Java has many advantages in developing programs, e.g., writing less and better

codes more easily and quickly, and distributing software more easily, The most attractive

issue for this study is its cross-platform ability. The platform is loosely defined as a

combination of hardware and system software, which is typically referred as the

operating system. However, a platform can be a non-PC system, e.g., cell phones, digital

phones, security systems, and stereo systems. With a cross-platform language, it becomes

easier to develop applications for non-PC use. In future studies, we can build a portable

e-nose by using a few electronic chips instead of a cornputer. Moleover, we can build a

distributive e-nose system, in whicli data can be communicated by different types of

devices, e.g., cell phones, computers, and control systems.

To execute a Java program, the platform independent byte codes have to be

interpreted by the Java virtual machine, which is actually an interpreter translating these

byte codes into native machine codes of the host platforrn. Figure 8 shows the procedure

of running a Java program from its sollrce codes. Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition, v

1.5.0 Beta I lelease, which includes the Sun Java virtual machine, was used to implement

the ENBrain.
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Soulce code: Java

Compiler

Machine-independent

Compiled code: class (bytecodes)
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Depends on the platform

Figure 8. The mechanism of platform independent for JAVA technology

(http ://www.iua. upf.es/-dani/_i aval .htm)

4.1.2 Code description

The Java program for neural networks in this thesis is a GUI program, which can

be run on different operating systems. The author of the thesis coded this program

without using any developed JAVA component of artificial neural networks. Within the

program, multiple netw-orks can be built up. Each network holds a thread in the program.

Therefore, multiple networks can be tlained simultaneously. Aftel training, the program

can save the trained network into a computer file, and then the saved file can be loaded

Interpreter

Execution
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by the program in the future. Some essential source codes of the program are shown in

appendix A.

4.1.3 Structure of neural networks in ENBrain

The neural network, which is illustrated in figure 9, consists of three layers of

neurons. The first layer is the input layer, in which there are 1? neurons corresponding to

12 gas sensors in the e-nose. The second layer is the liidclen layer. The number of neurons

in this layer is predetermined. The third layer is the output layer. The numbel of output

neurons depends on how many classes we are trying to discriminate. Each neuron

connects to all neurons in the next layer. Neurons within the same layer are not connected

to each other. Each neuron has a few inputs and generates only one output.
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Figure 9. Structure of neural networks in ENBrain

The neulons in the input layer are different from the neurons in the hidden and

output layer. Each input neuron has only one input, which is the output of a gas sensor.

They do nothing to the inputs from gas sensors, but simply forward the gas sensor signals

to the next layer. In other words, the output from each input neuron is the same as its

input. On the other hand, each neuron in the hidden and output layer has a few inputs, and

generates one output. The number of inputs for each neuron is equal to the number of

neurons in the plevious layer'. Each neuron ploduces an output based on these inputs, and
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forwards the output to the next layer, i.e., the output is forwarded as the input to each

neuron it connects in the next layer.

Sigrnoid units were used as the hidden and output neurons. Linear units and

perceptron discussed early in this thesis are not suitable to predict odour intensity.

Mitchell (1997) stated that multiple layers of cascaded linear units still produce only

linear function. In electronic noses for odour measnrement, sensors generally produce

non-linear data, which means the data are not linearly separable, i.e., it is diffìcult to

discriminate data vectors (patterns or fingerprint) of odours by using linear models.

Perceptron is non-linear; it could be a solution to non-linear case. However, considering

that we use the gradient descent in training, which means we need to find the derivative

of the tlaining error, perceptlon is not suitable since its output is undifferentiable. What

we need is a neuron whose output is a non-linear function of its inputs, and its output is a

differentiable function of its inputs (Mitchell 1997). The sigmoid neuron meets these

requirements, and therefore was selected.

Furthermole, logistic sigmoid functions were used for hidden and output units in

ENBrain. A logistic sigmoid function g(y) =-+ @q. 7) is equivalent to a "tanh"
I+ e '

sigmoid function g(7): ,,!:+ (eq. 8), if we apply a linear transformation ! = ))lze' +e'

to the input and a linear transformation S =2g-l to the output (Bishop 1995). Thus a

neural network whose hidden units using the "tanh" sigmoid function is equivalent to one

with hidden units using the logistic sigmoid function but having different values fol the

weights and biases (Bishop 1995). Logistic sigmoid functions were used in ENBrain,

since their input lange (approxirnately fi'om -5 to 5) corresponding to a drastic change in
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output is wider than the one (approximately from -3 to 3) of "tanh" sigmoid functions.

4.1.4 Method of training

Training of the ENBrain refers to updating weights in the network. Given inputs

that are sensor responses fol a number of odour samples, the network forwards these

inputs to the hidden layer and finally the output layer to produce a network output. Then

the network back propagates errors between the target output and the network output.

Based on the errors, the network adjusts its weights to minimize eüors. This process

iterates on the same set of odour samples, which is called the training set, until it satisfies

some pledefined criterion.

Training is conducted as incremental (stochastic) gradient descent and the tlaining

eror is calculated as:

ø^(ì):; 
,,.n,(t,, 

- oo)'

where

d: training instance

t o: target value of the output unit k fol instance d

oo: actual value of the output unit k for instance d.

(e)

Equation 9 is the square of an individual training sample. Therefore, during each training

epoch, the incremental gradient descent calculates the training error for each training

sample, and updates weights following the error calculation of each individual sample.

The incremental gradient descent can sometimes avoid falling into local minima, because
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it updates weights with respect to individual training exarnples rather than the whole

training set.

The key idea of back-propagation is to use the derivative of the training error to

guide the gradient descent in searching for a minimum in a hypothesis space. Since our

network uses the sigmoid function and stochastic gradient descent, the rule for updating

each weight between output unit j and hidden unit i can be derived from equation 9 as:

Y).¡i =w.¡i +Lu).¡i

õE(ú,\
Au'. = _n--,, = UU, _o,)o,(1_o,)x,,

'tt ' õÃ¡

(1 0)

(11)

where

try j,: the weight between output uniti and hidden unit I

x¡,: the input fi'orn liidden unit i to output unit.i

o,:the output computed by unitT

t ,: the target outpnt fol unitT

ry: learning late.

rTis a positive constant called the learningrate, which determines the step size in the

training progress. By making the value of 17 (the gradient descent step size) sufficiently

small, stochastic gradient descent can be made to apploximate the true gradient descent

arbitrarily closely (Mitchell 1997). The range of ry is between 0 and 1, and a typical

value of 0.3 was used in this study.

For weights between the hidden units and the input units, the indirect ways that

they influence the network outputs and hence the training error must be taken into
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account. Therefore, the updatirig rule for each weight between hidden unitT and input unit

i canbe derived as:

Lv) ¡i = -r 9I# = r7o ,(l - o ,) 
0.7*,,,u'o,oo(l 

- oo)Qo - o) (12)

where

o,:the output computed by unitj

wo,: the weight between output unit A and hidden unitj

oo:the output cornputed by unit Æ

t o: the target output for unit Æ

17: leaming rate.

This rule sums the errors for each output unit influenced by the individual hidden unit,

weights each error by the weight between the output unit and the hidden unit. This weight

charucterizes the degree that an individual hidden unit is responsible for the error in the

output unit connected to it. Mitchell (1997) discussed how the above equations were

derived in more details.

Mitchell (1997) desclibed the stochastic gradient descent version of the back-

propagation algorithm for feed-forward networks containing two layers of sigmoid units

as follows.

o Create a feed-forward network with fr¡, inputs, flh¡,t,t"u hidden units, and

n,,,,, olJtpLlt units.
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" Initialize all network weights to small random numbers (e.g. between -.05

and.05).

o Until the termination condition is met, Do

o For each (.1,r) in training exarnples (i is a vector consists of all input unit

values to the netwolk for an individual training example. / is a vector

consists of all target values from the network output units conesponding to an

individual training example.), Do

Propagate the input forward through the network:

1. Input the instance i to the network and compute the output o,, of every

unit u in the network.

Propagate the errors backward through the network:

2. For each network output unit k, calculates its enor term á*

6r ? oo(1-oo)(to -oo)

3. For each hidden unit h, calculates its error term án

6,, * o,,(7-o,,) Zr,r,6o
k eoillpttl.\

4. Update each network weight u,,,

t|.i¡ <- ut.,, r L14t.¡i

where Lril.¡i = r¡ô ,x ¡i (This equation actually surnrnaries equation

11 and equation 12.)

Many variations of the back-propagation algorithm have been developed. Adding

momentum to the weight-updating rule, whicli is used widely for neural network
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applications, is employed in ENBrain. The weight updating equation with considering

momentum used in ENBrain is given as follows (Mitchell 1997):

Av,,, (n) = 1l6 .¡x.¡, + øAu, ¡i @ - l)

where

Au,,,(n): the weight update performed in the n'th iteration

Aw ,,(n - 1) :the weight update performed in the (n-1)'th iteration

ø : a constant called the momenturn and 0 < ø <I.

(1 3)

The momentum makes the weight updating on the ¡rth iteration depend partially on the

(n-l)th weight update iteration. It tends to keep the gradient descent search in the same

direction from one iteration to the next. It also can sometimes skip local minima. While

the error sulface is flat, momentum can avoid stopping search and gradually increase the

step size of the sealch in regions where the gradient is unchanging, theleby accelerating

convergence. The human designer (i.e., the author of the thesis) decided the value of

momentum , and a typical value of 0.2 was selected in this study (Baltes 2003).

4.1.5 Networks Parameters

A commercial electronic nose Alpha MOS Fox 3000 (Alpha MOS, Toulouse,

France) with an array of twelve gas sensors was used to collect data for training and

validating the networks. Each of the 12 sensors generates a numeric signal (relative

change in electrical resistance) when subjected to an odour sample. Therefore the input

layer of the network consists of l3 input units, in which 12 input units correspond to 12

sensor outputs and an additional constant input whose value is 1. The additional constant

input connects to all hidden units and is bias of these hidden units. Generally, the bias
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detelmines the position of the classification boundary in x-space (i.e., the input space),

whele the classification bounclary is a (d-1)-dimensional hyperplane in d-dimensional x-

space (Bishop, 1995). In our case of using sigrnoid function, the bias determines the

location of the sigmoid function in terms of its distance fi'om the origin (i.e., all input

units are 0).

The number of units in the output layer depends on the way we encode the

network output, which in tum depends on how odour intensity is measuled. In this study,

odour intensity is measured with an eight-point scale and a 0-200 magnitude estimation.

Each output unit is used to represent one intensity level. Thelefore, there are 8 output

units for the 8-point scale and 200 output units for the 0-200 odour intensity scale. We

applied a l-of-n output encoding, in which the highest-valued output is taken as the

network prediction.

For odour concentration prediction, we applied the similal output encoding.

Howevet, the odour concentration is a continuous variable, i.e., there are inf,rnite scales

for odour concentration. To apply the l-of-n output encoding, we divided the whole

range of concentration into sub-ranges, and each could be represented by an output unit.

In this study, n-butanol at concentrations fiorn 0 to 20000 ppm was used. Since human

perception of odour intensity is related to odour concentration by the logarithm function,

we used logarithm of concentration to map the range of concentrations. We defined 50

output units for the network, which rnapped 50 sub-ranges of odour conceffration. The

first unit represents the logarithm of concentration fi'om 0 to 0.1 (i.e., 0 -I00t ppm),the

second 0.I-0.2 (100' - 100? ppnt), and so on. In other words, the increment size between

output units is 0.1. Furthermore, the networks are flexible in decreasing the increment
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size by adding more output units for higher resolutions. For example, defining an

increment size of 0.05 would requile 100 output units, and result in a resolution of 10005

pptlx.

There is no "formula" to calculate the optimal number of hidden units. Decisions

are commonly made by the rule-of-thumb. Generally, a number somewhele between the

input layer size and the output layer size is recommended (Blurn 1992; Swingler 1996;

Bery and Linoff 1997;Boger and GutermanIggT). For example, the number of hidden

units is recommended as 10% of the number of input units. Nevefiheless, the

performance of networks in predicting unknown sensor data depends upon the number of

hidden units. Too many hidden units will result in the network memorizing input patterns.

On the other hand, too few hidden units means that network will not have the needed

flexibility to model the high order properties of the data. Both cases lead to poor

generalization of networks. Searching for an optirnal number of hidden units is performed

using atrial and error process.

Furthelmole, there is no rule for setting the leaming late and momentum. If

these parameters are set too small, the network requiles more time to converge, which

results in more training time. However, if these palameters are set too large, the network

might skip global minirna during training. Therefore, finding optimal parameters for

networks also depends on a trial of emor process. A number of networks were

experimented in this study to find the optimal number of liidden units, which is the

essential isstte about network performance. Furthermore, different initial weights wele

experimented since ENBrain landomized the initial weights for each new network. The
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learning rate and momentum wel'e set to typical values. Section 4.3 discussed the detailed

experiment method.

4.2 E-nose data for training and validation

The data used in this study was collected by York (2005). The networks were

trained on a training set that consisted of 32 data vectors, and were tested on a set of 48

data vectors. Both training and testing data sets were collected with a commercial

electronic nose Alpha MOS Fox 3000 (Alpha MOS, Toulouse, France). The e-nose was

equipped with 12 metal oxide sensors and n-butanol was used as the test odorant. In

York's (2005) study, the n-butanol sarnples prepared in vials wele placed into a sampling

tray fol the auto-sampler and held at room temperature during the sampling process.

Samples were transferred sequentially to the incubator/heating block and gently agitated

at constant rpm/directional cycle. The headspace gas was then drawn into a syringe and

transferred to the injection port of the electronic nose. Sensor response data were

collected for'120 s, follow'ed by a 1080 s delay before injection of the next sample. The

canier gas at a flow rate of 150 rnl-/ min was a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen (20o/o+l%

Oz and 02 + N2 > 99.95%). The specific test conditions were: incubation temperature :

50"C; incubation titne : 5 minutes (using standard agitation conditions); and sample size

:1mL in 10 mL vial. Concentrations of n-butanol wele 5 to 20000 ppnt.Each sarnple

had four replications, which were four complete runs of the sample set. The older' (fi'om

low concentrations to liigh concentrations) was set for the sample set and then each

sample within the set was tested. This was done so that any minol variation, which may

occur in the sensors, happened to all of the samples, not just to the four repeats of one

sample.
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The intensities of n-butanol samples were assessed by trained human panels

(York 2005). After sniffing an n-butanol sample, each panellist rated the sample in a 0-

200 scale, with 0 being no odour and 200 the strongest odour. A panel with 20 human

panellists was set up to assess intensities of eight standard n-butanol concentrations. The

panellists assessed n-butanol samples in two sessions. In each session, the geometric

means of 20 odour intensities assessed by 20 panellists were calculated as the intensities

for this session, and then the geometric means of two sessional results were calculated as

the final assessed intensities, which were used to tlain neural networks. Another panel

with 12 panellists was set up to assess odour intensities of 12 n-butanol concentrations,

which were different fiom the eight standard concentrations. The geometric means of 12

panellists' assessments were calculated as the panel's assessment. Furthermole, each n-

butanol concentration was assessed by this panel three tirnes, and the geometric means of

the three replications were calculated as the final odour intensities that were used to test

neural networks.

An eight-point odour intensity referencing scale is often used to assess odours

(Zhang et al. 2001). The scale is based on a set of standard n-butanol and water mixtures

(Table l) (ASTM F544 1975). Odour intensity data used in this study were collected

according to a 0-200 Labelled Magnitude Scale (LMS) (York 2004). The cor:relation

between the 8-point and 0-200 scales were investigated.
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Intensity level n-butanol concentration in air (ppnt) Annoyance sacle

0 0 No odour

I T2 Not annoying

2 1A
L- A little annoying

I
J 48 A little annoying

4 96 Annoying

5 194 Annoying

6 388 Very annoying

7 775 Very annoying

8 1 550 Extremely annoying

Table 1. Eight-point odour intensity leferencing scale

Based on the assessments of 20 individual human panellists, the following regression

equation was found with R2 = 0.76 (fig. 10):

! =11.338x (14)

where

y: odour intensity in 0-200 intensity scale

x : odouL intensity in 8-point intensity scale.

This equation was used to convefi odour intensity from the 0-200 scale to the 0-8 scale

fol training the ENBrain.
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Tables 2 and 3 describe the training and testing data set. The sensor response for

each odour sample is stored in a text file on the computer. In such a text f,rle, En_code is

the identification for each sample replication. Since there are 72 gas sensors in the e-nose,

one data file for each EN_code was created to store 12 numeric sensor responses

(Appendix D). The convenience of making each sample data as one data file is that a

particular sample could be added or removed from the sample set without modifying

other data files.

Table 2. Training n-butanol samples without actual sensor response data

n geometric mean of 20 measurements in 0-200 scale

EN code Concentration
loom)

logle of
concentration

Assessed
lntensitv a

F1 10 120 2.08 4.61
F1 1B 120 2.08 4.61
F1 2 120 2.08 4.61

F1 26 120 2.08 4.61
F2 11 240 2.38 9.25
F2 19 240 2.38 9.25
F2 27 240 2.38 9.25
F23 240 2.38 9.25
F3 12 480 2.68 17.07
F3 20 480 2.68 17.07
F3 28 480 2.68 17.07
F34 480 2.68 17.07
F4 13 960 2.98 28.40
F4 21 960 2.98 28.40
F4 29 960 2.98 28.40
F45 960 2.98 28.40
F5 14 1940 3.29 43.37
F5 22 1940 3.29 43.37
F5 30 1940 3.29 43.37
F56 1940 3.29 43.37
F6 15 3880 3.59 63.97
F6 23 3880 3.59 63.97
F6 3'1 3880 3.59 63.97
F67 3880 3.59 63.97

F7 16 7750 3.89 84.72
F7 24 7750 3.89 84.72
F7 32 7750 3.89 84 72
F7B 7750 3.89 84.72
F8 17 1 5550 4.15 108.46
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FB 25 1 5550 4.19 108.46
F8 33 1 5550 4.19 108.46
FB9 1 5550 4.19 108.46

J estlng n-butano samples without actual sensor res
En_Code Concentration

(ppm)
logle of

Concentration
Assessed
lntensitv"

c01 5 0.70 1.58
c02 5 0.70 1.58
c03 5 070 1.58
c04 Ã 0.70 '1.58

t01 10 1.00 2.41
102 10 1.00 2.41
t03 '10 1.00 2.41
t04 10 1.00 2.41

D0'1 25 1.40 8.56
D02 25 1.40 8.56
D03 25 1.40 8.56
D04 25 1.40 8.56
K01 50 1.70 9.52
K02 50 1.70 9.52
K03 50 1.70 9.52
K04 50 1.70 9.52
401 '100 2.00 15.04
¡.02 100 2.00 15.04
403 100 2.00 15.04
404 100 2.00 15.04
H01 250 2.40 20.89
H02 250 2.40 20.89
H03 250 2.40 20.89
H04 250 2.40 20.89
801 500 2.70 28.84
802 500 2.70 28.84
803 500 2.70 28.84
804 500 2.70 28.84
L0'1 1 000 3.00 34.69
L02 '1000 3.00 34.69
103 1 000 3.00 34.69
104 1 000 3.00 34.69
E01 2500 3.40 54.41
E02 2500 3.40 54.41
E03 2500 3.40 54.41
EO4 2500 3.40 54.41
J01 5000 3.70 63.04
J02 5000 3.70 63.04
J03 5000 3,70 63.04
J04 5000 3.70 63 04

G0'1 I 0000 4.00 71 62
G02 1 0000 4.00 71.62
G03 1 0000 4.00 71.62

Table

n geometric mean of 12 measurements in 0-200 scale

onse data
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G04 1 0000 4.00 71.62
F01 20000 4.30 90.49
F02 20000 4.30 90.49
F03 20000 4.30 90.49
F04 20000 4.30 90.49

4.3 Training and testing networks

Networks were trained on the training set that consisted of 32 data vectors, and

were tested on the testing set that consisted of 48 data vectols. A number of networks,

which have the different number of hidden units, were trained and tested in order to

explore the relationship between the number of hidden units and the network

performance. For each number of hidden units, 3 replications (i.e., 3 networks with the

same number of hidden units) were built up. The only difference between the 3

replications is different initial weights, i.e., different staft points for searching a best

weight set in a hypothesis space consisting all possible weight sets. Thelefore, building

up 3 replications can avoid the unusual case that the network fails because of a bad start

point. We define the 3 replications as a "group" of networks for convenience.

For odour concentration predictions, 30 groups of networks, from t hidden unit to

30 hidden units, were trained and tested. Since each group consisted of 3 replications, 90

networks were built up for the odour concentration experiment. For odour intensity

predictions, 3 groups of netwolks, which had 10, 20, and 30 hidden units, respectively

were experimented fol each odoul intensity scale, i.e., a total of 9 networks were

implemented for the 8 point scale and another 9 networks for the 0-200 scale. Since both

concentration networks and intensity networks were trained on the same data and had

similar network structule, the only difference was the number of output units. Only 3
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groups of networks were explored for intensity predictions and an increase step size of 10

was selected for adding hidden units. In overall, 108 networks were implemented, and the

evaluation methods and results are discussed in the following section.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Discussion of sensor responses

Responses of gas sensors to n-butanol concentration are shown in figures 11 and

12, for training ancl testing data sets, respectively. A sensor response was is the relative

change in electrical resistance, i.e., (R-Ro)/Ro, where R is resistance of a sensor and Ro is

baseline. Sensors 2,3,4,5, and 6 generated negative output (declease in resistance) while

sensor I,7,8,9,1.0,11, and 12 generated positive output (increase n resistance). Sensors

2,3,4,5, and 6 were more sensitive to concentration changes than others. In other words,

sensors 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 contributed more to generating differentiable sensor response

patterns. The sensor responses were ranged from -3 to 1, which is a small range

considering the magnitude of the width of sigmoid functions used in ENBrain. Therefore,

there is no need to perform auto-scaling before inputting sensor responses into ENBrain.

Tlrere was no trend showing that the sensor responses would level off after 20000 ppm.

Correlations between gas sensors were calculated by SAS (SAS Institute Inc.,

Cary, USA) using oth training data and testing data. High conelations (lcorrelation

coefficientl ì 0.92) were found between gas sensors (table 4). These high correlations

indicated that the sensor responses should be able to be normalized and then

concentration independent patterus would be obtained. Using more than one gas sensor

did not seem to contribute much in discriminating diffelent n-butanol concentlations.

However, the goal of tliis study was to develop neural networks fol complex livestock

odours. N-butanol is a simple odorant and was used here only as the filst step of testing

the neural networks. All data were retained in the following discussion without being

normalized.
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Table 4. Correlations between gas sensors
(S1 represents sensor 1, 52 represents sensor 2, etc.)

Sensors 51

s1 1.00

s2 -0.98

s3 -0.99

s4 -0.98

s5 -0.98

s6 -0.92

s7 0.99

s8 0.99

s9 0.99

s10 0.99

s11 , 0.99

s12 0.99

52 53 54

-0.98 -0.99 -0.98

1.00 0.99 1.00

0.99 1.00 0.99

1.00 0.99 1.00

1.00 0.99 1 00

0.97 0.94 0.98

-0.99 -1.00 -0.99

-1.00 -'1.00 -1.00

-1.00 -1.00 -0.99

-'1.00 -1.00 -0 99

-0.99 -1.00 -0.99

-0.99 -1.00 -0.99

55 56

-0.98 -0.92

1.00 0.97

0.99 0.94

1.00 0.98

L00 0.97

0.97 1.00

-0.99 -0.94

-1.00 -0.96

-0.99 -0.95

-1.00 -0.96

-0.99 -0.94

-0.99 -0.94

S7 SB

0.99 0.99

0.99 -1.00

-1.00 -1.00

-0.99 -1.00

0.99 -1.00

0.94 -0.96

1.00 1 .00

1.00 1.00

1 00 1.00

1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00

'1.00 1.00

59 S1O

0.99 0.99

-1,00 -1.00

-1.00 -1.00

-0.99 -0.99

-0 99 -1 00

-0.95 -0.96

1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00

1.00 1 00

1.00 1.00
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The PCA procedure in MATLAB (Release 13, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, USA)

was employed to analyze both tlaining data and testing data, It was found that first two

principal components accounted for 99.90%o of the variance in the training data set, while

two principal components accounted for 99.91% of the variance in the testing data set

(frgs. 15 and 16).
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Each data point on the PCA graph represents a replicate of sensor response, whele

the 12-dimensional data has been reduced to two dimensions. The PCA plot for.training

data shows that eight data clusters al'e visible, and each cluster represents one n-butanol

concentration with 4 replications. On the PCA glaph for testing data,9 clusters are visible,

which corresponds 12 n-butanol concentrations. The groups established by PCA are

consistent with the eight different n-butanol concentrations in training set. However only

eight clusters appear to be evident in testing set which contained data for 12 n-butanol

concentrations. Four clusters, i.e., n-butanol samples C, I, D, K, are vel.y near and non-

linear separable from each other. According to the theory of principal component analysis

(Bishop 1995; Duda 2000), the categories that are non-linear separable in the principal

component space are not certainly so inthe input space. Conversely, if two categories are

linear separable in the principal component space, they are also linear separable in the

input space (Gao 2003). This implies lhat a linear classification technique can be used for

training data, but a non-linear classifrcation method is more suitable for testing data in

order to obtain good performance in terms of pattern recognition.

5.2 Performance of nefworks on training data

5.2.1 Method of network performance evaluation

Duling training, the program calculates the sum of square elror (SSE) and mean

of square error (MSE) and displays thern after every 10 epochs. The SSE is defined as the

square of difference between talget output and network output for a whole epoch, i.e.,

]\ ^SSE=II(t,, -o,¡)'
¡=1 .i=1

where
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1/: the number of pattelns in the data set

K:the number of output units

t r: the target output ofj'th output unit for É'th pattern

or: the network output of 7'th olltput unit for Æ'th pattern.

The MSE is defined as the SSE divided by the number of patterns in the data set:

MSE = S,SEI¡/ (i6)

If a zero SSE is achieved in training a network, the network perfectly f,rts to the training

set. However, it is very unusual and unnecessary for a network to achieve zero SSE

because we often search for a "good enough" solution, instead of a perfect solution.

Moreover, for a network to achieve zero error it may lead to overfitting problem (i.e.,

poor generalization ability). Another performance measure is the acevracy, defined as

follows:

Accuracy: C / N

Where

C: the number of patterns correctly classified

y'y': the number of total patterns.

(r7)

A network may achieve 100o/o accuracy on the data set even if it has a high SSE. In other

words, the network is capable of discriminating patterns with acceptable errors. Our goal

is to recognize or discliminate patterns, instead of approximating a function between

dependent variables and independent variables as in statistical data analysis approach.
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Therefore, a network selects the most activated output unit (i.e., the unit that outputs the

largest value) as the network's prediction.

ENBrain calculates the SSE, MSE, and accuracy for every 10 epochs. This

information is obtained by forwarding all training patterns to the network once and

calculating SSE, MSE, and accuracy after every 10 epochs. After training, the trained

network was tested over another data set. The testing was done in two different ways.

One method was validating in the progranì, in which the network was given the n-

butanol's concentration or intensity, and it lead sensor responses to calculate SSE, MSE

and accuracy. This procedure was (correct tense) as the same as what the program does

during training process. The other method is called plediction, in which the network is

given a data set consisting of sensor responses of n-butanol sarnples without being used

in training networks. The netwolk forwards input patterns and carries out predictions of

concentration or intensity for these unknown n-butanol samples. The predictions were

compared with actual odour concentrations or human assessed intensities.

5.2.2 Discussion of training results

Ninety networks, which were broken into 30 groups of networks from t hidden

unit to 30 hidden units, were built and trained on the same training set for odour

concentration prediction. The results of training for these networks are shown in table 5.

The relationship between the number of hidden units and network pelformance was

shown in figule 17. Tlie best network, which is defined in this study as the network

achieves higher accuracy and lower SSE, was selected within each group for rnaking the

graph. Specifically, the best network was selected in the following 3 steps:

1. Accuracies were compared and the higher accuracy was selected.
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2.If accuracies are same, the lower SSE was selected.

3. If both acculacy and SSE are same, a network was selected randomly.

Table 5. Training results of 90 networks for odour concentration prediction (* indicates
the netwolk with the smallest SSE in the group)

Number of hidden
units

Replication SSE accuracy

1 1* 18.13 12o/o

2 18.'13 12%
J 18.13 12o/o

2 1 14.25 34o/o
2* 14.25 34o/o
ó 14.25 34o/o

J 1 11.36 71%
2 '1 1.39 71o/o

3 11.40 65%
4 1 11.41 78o/o

2 11.40 78%
3" 11.32 78o/o

5 1 6.80 100o/o
2 7.58 100%
J 752 100%

o 1 4.99 100o/o

2* 3.72 100%
J 4.53 100o/o

7 1 5.04 100%
2* 3.98 100%
3 4.89 100o/o

8 1 4.79 100%
2 3.57 100%
J 3.53 100%

I 1* 4.40 100%
2 5.06 100%
J 5.58 100Yo

'10 1* 2.40 100%
2 5.21 100%
tJ 3.71 100%

11 1 J.OJ 100o/o
¿ 2.99 100%
J 3.66 100o/o

12 1 3.36 100%
2 3.71 100%
c 3.07 100%

13 1 3.06 100o/o

2 1.71 100%
J 2.97 100%

14 1 3.09 100%
2 1.43 100o/o
J 2.99 1jjo/o

15 1 1.62 100%
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2 2.14 100%
3* 1.46 1000/o

16 I 2.16 100o/o
2 2.59 100%
J 1.56 100o/o

17 1 3.09 100%
2* 2.11 100o/o
J 3.20 100o/o

1B 1 1.67 1000/
2 1.75 100o/o
3* 1.57 100%

19 1 ¿. to 100o/o
2 2,97 100%
J 1.52 100%

20 1 3.29 100o/o
2* 2.03 100%
J 2.30 100o/o

21 1* 1.68 100%
2 1.97 100%
3 2.70 100To

22 1 2.03 100o/o
2 1.89 100%
J 1.79 100o/o

23 1 Z.JJ 100%
2 1.93 100%
J 1.91 100o/o

24 1 1.81 100%
2* '1.65 100o/o

J 1.87 100%
25 1 1.87 100o/o

2 2.88 100o/o

J 3.26 100%
zo 1 2.36 10oo/o

2 2.89 100%
3* 1.90 100o/o

27 1 2.78 100o/o

2 1.92 100%
J^ 1.69 100%

28 1 '1.95 100o/o
2* 1.65 100%
J 2.16 100o/o

29 1 2.94 100%
2 3.04 100%

J 2.05 100%
30 1- 2.02 100%

2 222 100%
3 2.92 100To
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With increase in the number of hidden units, a decrease in the SSE and an

increase in accuracy were observed. For acc;r)racy, a sharp increase was observed from 1

to 5 hidden units. An accuracy of 100% was achieved with 5 or more hidden units. A

continuous decrease was observed in SSE fi'om 1 to 14 hidden units, and no significant

change was observed thereafter.

Among these 90 netwotks, a network with 14 hidden units had the lowest SSE at

7.43 and the highest accuracy I00% after trained 1000 epochs. During training, the

network was tested on the test data set for every 10 epochs. Figure 18 illustrates the

changes in SSE and acculacy during training, as well as changes in accuracy on test data.

An accuracy of I00% was achieved at around the 400th epoch. There was a drastic drop

in SSE for the fir'st few epochs, and SSE continued to decrease until about 600 epochs

and decreased slowly thereafter. There was trend of increase in accuracy for the testing

until 750 epochs, reaching the highest value of 50%o. No change was observed after the

750 epochs. In other words, the network did not ovedit the training data when being

trained for more than750 epochs. On the other hand, thele is no need to increase the

training epoch beyond 750.
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Similarly, for intensityprediction,3 groups of networks with 10,20 and 30 hidden units

respectively, were experimented for both 8 point and 0-200 intensity scales, and the

results are shown in tables 6 and 7. All of these networks achieved 100% accuracy and

low SSE (<7.22). The performance of networks on training data is consistent with the

PCA, which shows the clusters of training data are evident, and thus the networks can

achieve 100% accuracy.

Table 6. Training results of 9 networks using the 8 point odour intensity scale (* the
network with the smallest SSE in the group of networks)

Table 7. Training results of 9 networks using 0-200 odour intensity scale (* the network
ith the smallest SSE in the sroup of networks

Num. of hidden units Reolication SSE Accuracv
10 1 2.21 100%

2 191 100%
3" t. /o 100%

20 1 3.28 100%
2" 2.01 100%
J 2.39 100%

30 1 2.34 100o/o

2* 2.02 100%
c 2.03 100%

wrtlr the smallest SSH r the srouþ of netwo
Num. of hidden units Replication SSE Accuracv

10 1 591 100Yo

2* 4.06 100%
J 7.22 100%

20 1 3.24 100%
2 3.23 100%
J 1.56 100%

30 I 2.44 100%
2 1.97 100%
J 1.82 100o/o
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5.3 Comparison between neural netrvork prediction and human assessment

Network predictions of odour concentrations are compared with the actual

concentrations of n-butanol samples. Predicted odour intensities are compared with those

assessed by human panels. Coefficients of determination were calculated as an indicator

of network perfonnance.

For concentration prediction, the coefficient of determination (R2) between

predicted and actual n-butanol concentrations was plotted as a function of number of

hidden units in figure 19, in which the best network was selected in each network group.

A sharp increase in R2 was observed with the increase in the number of hidden units for

less tlran five hidden units, and little change after 14 hidden units. The highest R2- value

achieved was 0.89. Figure 20 shows the comparison between predicted and actual n-

butanol concentrations for a 13-14-50 network, which had the lowest SSE and highest

R2- value. Points representing samples C, I, D, and K deviate fiom the best linear f,rt line

(slope : 1) much more than other points. This is consistent with the result of PCA for

testing data, in which the clusters of samples C, I, D, and K are overlapped, and hence are

diffrcult to discrirninate. This might be attributed to the extremely low concentrations

represented by samples C, I, D, and K. The range of concentrations of these four samples

(5 to 50 ppm) constituted an insignificant portion of the total range of concerfrations

tested (5 to 20000 ppm). Furthermore, this should not be a concern practically because

the extremely low concentrations of n-butanol represented by samples C, I, D, and K are

seldomly encountered in practice.
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Figure 2l shows the relationship between network performance and number of

hidden units for odour intensity plediction. For the eight-point intensity scale, the three

networks had the same R2 at0.97. Forthe 0-200 scale, an increase in R2 was observed

between 10 and 20 hidden units, and no change was observed between 20 and 30 hidden

units. The highest Ã2 value for'0-200 scale is 0.95. The relationship between the network

plediction of odour intensity and human assessment is shown in figures 22 (eight point

intensity scale) and 23 (0-200 intensity scale). A network with 10 hidden units was

selected to plot figule 22,since the network had the lowest SSE and highest coruelation

withÄ2:0.97. Another network with 20 hidden units, which had the lowest SSE and

highest conelation withR2:0.946I, was selected to plot figure 23. Linear regression

equations were presented in figure 22 and 23. Slopes obtained in the regression equations,

0.96 (ltg. 22) and I.I7 (ftg. 23), were close to 1, which indicates the predicted intensities

were very close to those assessed by human panels.
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1.

6. CONCLUSIONS

It is adequate to use artif,rcial neural networks in electronic noses to predict odour

intensities and concentrations of n-butanol. High accuracy (i00%) was achieved for

predicting odour concentrations and intensities during training neural networks. High

coefficient of determination (R2 : 0.89) was obtained between network predicted and

acTual odour concentrations. A high correlation (R2 > 0.95) was obtained between

network predicted and human panel assessed odour intensities in both the eight-point

and 0-200 intensity scales. These two odour intensity scales have been used as the

odour referencing scale for complex odours. Therefore, the results fiom this study

indicated that arlificial neural networks have potentials to predict odour intensities

and concentrations for complex odours.

The number of hidden units affects network perfonnance. With an increase in the

number of hidden units, the network performance was improved. However, no change

was observed in network performance after a certain number of hidden units.

2.
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Appendix A: Essential Source Codes of ENBrain

import java.io.*;
import javax.swing.*;
import j ava.awt.event. x 

:

import java.awt.*;

public class BPNN

{
final byte equal:'=';
fìnal byte colnma:',';
final byte well:'#';

int innurn:0, //the number of input units
int hidnum:O; ll the number of hidden units
int outnuln:0; llthe number of output units.

String en_code;
String sarnple_code;
float concentration:0.0F;
float tarinten:0.0F;

boolean isouFfalse; ll if write the screen outpLrt into a file
boolean istrain:false; // if it is in train rnode
boolean istest:false; i/ if it is in test mode
boolean issave=false; ll if save the net into a file
boolean isload:false; ll if load a net from a file
boolean stoptraining:false;
String outfile:new String0; tlthe name of file storing the screen output
String loadfile:new String0; // the name of net file which is loaded
String savefile:new String0; l/ the name of net file which is saved
File[] fs:null; ll file sequence

int epochs:0; // the number of epochs
float learningrate:0.0F; // learnnig rate
float momenturn:0.0F; // momentum

boolean concorinten;
float incremenF0.0f;

float[] inunit; // the input unit array
floatf]hidunit1' llthe hidden unit arlay
float[] outunit; llthe output unit an'ay
floatf] tarout; // the target output unit array
float[][] hidw; // the weight between input and hidden layer
float[][] outw; // the weight between hidden and output layer
float[][] oldhidw; // the delta_w(n-l) for hidden_input layer
float[][] oldoutw; llthe delta-w(n-1) for output_hidden layer
float[] en'h; ll error array for hidden units
float[] erro; ll error anay for output units

NetDisplayFrame ndf;
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public BPNN(NeIDisplayFrame frarne, int iu, int
{

ndÈframe;
innum:iu;
hidnum:hu;
outnum:ou;
epochs:ep;
learningrate:lr;
molrentum:mt'
concorinten:ci;
increment:5.0fl (fl oat)(outnurn);

inuniFnew fl oatIinnum] ;

hidunit:new fl oat[hidnum] ;

outunit:new fl oat[outnum] ;

tarout:new fl oat[outnum] ;

hidw:new fl oat[hidnum] [innum] ;

outw:new fl oat[outnum] [hidnum] ;

oldhidw:new fl oat[hidnum] [innurn] ;

oldoutw:new fl oat[outnurn] [hidnurn] ;

errh:new fl oat[hidnurn] ;

ello:new fl oat[outnurn] ;

)

public BPNN(NetDisplayFrame frame)
{

ndf:frame;
)
public void SetEpochs(int ep)

{
epochs:ep;

Ì
public void Setlearningrate(float lr)
{

learningrate:lr;
)
public void SetMornentum(fl oat mom)
{

momentum:mol't't;

ì
public fl oat GetMornentum0

{
return rnollelltuml

Ì
public fl oat Getlearningrate0
{

return learnirlgrate;

)
public int GetEpochs0

{
return epochs;

Ì

public File[] GetFiìesQ

{

hu, int ou, int ep, float Ir, float mt, boolean ci)
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retut'n fs;

)
public int GetOutputNumQ
{

return outnunl'

Ì
public int GetHiddenNurn0

{
return hidnurn'

Ì
public int GetlnputNumQ

{
return innum;

Ì
public void SetFiles(File[] f)
{

fs:f;
)

public boolean IsFiìeSetQ

{
if (fs::null)

return false:
return true;

)

public boolean IsConcentratìon0

{
return concorinten;

\t

public void Readlns(File ft) throws lOException ll read a training instance frorn a file
{

tr)
{

RandornAccessFile in:new RandomAccessFi le(fp, "r");
by,te[] encode:new byte[50] ;

byte[] sarnplecode:new byte[50] ;

byte[] conc:new by.te[50];
byte[] inten:new byte[50] ;

byte[] stream:new b¡efl ];

int c:0;
if(c!:(- I ))
{

int i:0;
while ( (c:in.read(stream)) !:(l) && strearn[0]!:comma)
(
ì

encodeIi]:stream[0];
i++;

ìj
i(c!:(-1))
{
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int i:0;
while ( (c:in.read(stream)) !:(l) && stleam[0]t:cornma)
{

samplecodeIi]:strearn[0] ;

i++;

ìt
if(c!:(- I ))
{

int i:0;
whiìe ( (c:in.read(stream)) !:(-l ) && stream[0]!:comrna)
fì

concIi]:stream[0];
i++;

Ì
if(c !:(- I ))
{

int i:0;
while ( (c:in.read(stlearn)) !:(l) && stream[0]!:cornma)
Iì

intenIi]:sh'eam[0];
i++;

Ì
en_code:¡rew String(encode).trim0;
sample_code:new String(samplecode).trimQ;
String concs:new String(conc).trim0;
String intens:new Stling(inten).trim0;

try
{

concentlation:Float.parseFloat(concs);

Ì
catch (NurnberFormatException e)

{
System.out.println("Could not get concentration. ");

)
try
{

tarinten:F I oat.parseFloat(intens) ;

Ì
catch (NumberFormatException e)
II

System.out.println("Couìd not get intensity. ");
)
if (outnurn::9)
{

if (tarinten::4.6 I F) tarinten: i .0F;
else if (tarinten::9.25F) talinten:2.0F;
else if (tarinten::1 7.07F) tarinten:3.0F;
else if (tarinten::28.40F) tarinten:4.0F;
else if (tarint en:-*43 .37 F) tarinten:5. 0F ;
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else if (tarinten::63 .97 F) tarinten:6.0F;
else if (tarinten::84.7 2F) tarinten:7.0F;
else if (tarinten:: I 08.46F) tarinten:8.0F;
else tarinten:0.0F;

ì
J

inunir[0]:1.0F;
for (int i:i; i<innum; i++)
{

int j:0;
byte[] sensor:new byte[50] ;

wh i I e ( (c:in. read(stream)) !:(- 1) &.e. streanr [0] ! 
:comrna)

{

sensor[]:streaur[0];
j++;

Ì
String sensdata:new String(sensor).tr.im0;
try
{

inunitIi]:Float.parseFloat(sensdata);
ìI
catch (NurnberFormatException e)
ft 

,rrrem.out.println("Could rìot get sensor data.");
Ì

Ì
in.close0;

Ì
catch (Fi leNotFoundException e)

{
System.out.println("File not found. ");

)
)

public void Readlns(File fo, float[] target) throws lOException
{

RandolnAccessFile in:new RandomAccessFile(fp,"r"),
byte[] encode:new byte[50];
byte[] sarnplecode:new by'te[50];
byte[] conc:new byte[50];
by'te[] inten:new byte[50] ;

byte[] strearn:new byte[ I ];

int c:0;
if(cl:(- I ))
{

int i:0;
while ( (c:in.read(strearn)) l:(-l ) && stream[O]!:cornma)
{

tty
Iì
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encodeIi]:stream[0];
i++;

)
j
if(c!:(- I ))
{

int i:0;
while ( (c:in.read(stream)) l:(-1) &.&. stream[0] !:cornma)
{

samplecodeIi]:strearn [0] ;

i++;

Ì
if(c !:(- I ))
(
ì

int i:0;
while ( (c:in.read(stream)) !:(-1) && srream[0]!:comma)
ft

concIi]:stream[0];
i++;

Ì
i(c!:(-1))
{

int i:0;
while ( (c:in.read(stream)) !:(-1) && strearn[0]!:comma)
{

intenIi]:stream[0];
i++;

Ì

String concs:new String(conc).trim0;
String intens:new Stríng(inten).trim0;

tl'y

{
target[0]:Float.parseFloat(concs);

ì
catch (NumberFormatException e)
(
ì

System.out.println("Could not get concentlation. ");
)
try
{

targetI I ]:Float.parseFloat(intens);
Ì
catch (NumberFormatException e)

{
Systern.out.println("Could not get intensity. ");

)
if (outnurn::9)
{
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targetfi ]:Math.round(target[1]/ I I .33 8);
)

inun it[0]: I .0F;
for (int i:1; i<innum; i++)
{

int j:0;
byte[] sensor:new byte[50] ;

while ( (c:in.read(stream)) !:(-l) && stleam[0]!:comma)
{

sensor[]:strearn [0];
j++;

Ì
String sensdata:new String(sensor).trim0;
try
It

inunitIi]:Float.parseFloat(sensdata);
\
J

catch (NumberFormatException e)
(
I

System.oLrt.println("Could not get sensor data.");
)

Ì
in.closeQ;

Ì
catch (FileNotFoundException e)

{
System.out.println("File not found. ");

)
)

public void RandomNet0 ll randomize a net

{
for(int i:0; ichidnum; i++)

for(int j:0; j<innum; j++)
{

hidwIi] []:(float)(Math.random0-0.5F) / 50.0F;
oldhidwIi][]:0;

)
for (int i:0, icoutnurn; i++;

for(int j:0 ; j<hidnurn; j++)
{

outwlil Ljl:(float)(Math.random0-0.5F) / 50.0F:
oldoutw[i][]:0;

)
Ì
public void ForwardNet0 // forward the inputs to the net, calculate the outputs of the net
{

inunit[0]:1.0F; // a constant input X0
for (int i:i; ichidnurn; i++)
{

float sum:0.0F;
for (int j:0; j<innurn; j++)
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surì'ì+:inun it[ ] 
*h idwIi] [ ] ;

hidunit[i]:l .0F / ( 1.0F + (floar)Math.exp( (doubteX-sum)) );
Ì
hidunitlO]:1 .0F; lla constanr intpur X0
for (int i:0; i<outnum; i++)
{

float sum:0.0F;
for (int j:0; jchidnum; j++)

sunr+:hidunitLi I 
xoutwIi] [] ;

outunit[i]:Ì .0F / ( 1.0F + (floar)Marh.exp( (double)(-surn)) );
Ì

Ì
public float UpdateNeQ ll update the weights

{
for (int i:0; icoutnum; i++)

tarout[i]:0.1F;
int idx:O;

if (concorinten::true)

{
idx:Math.round( (fl oat)(Marh. log I 0(concentration))/increment );

Ì
else

{
idx:Math.round(tarinten) ;

)

tarout[idx]:0.9F; ll getthe target outputs

float seq:O.0F; // surn of square of the output utrits and target output
for (int i:0; i<outnurn; i++¡ /l calculate the error for each output unit
{

erroIi]:outunirIi] *( I .0F-ourunitIi])*(taroutIi]-outunitIi]);
seq*:(taroutIi]-ourunirIi])x(tar.ourIi]-ourun irIi]);

Ì
for (int i:l; ichidnurr; i++) ll calculate the er.ror for each hidden units
{

float surn:0.0F;
for (int j:0; j<outnum; j++)

sum+:outwLil Ii] xerro[] 
;

errhIi]:hidunitIi]*( l .0F-hidunitIi])xsurn;

)
for (int i:l; i<hidnurn; i++¡ ll update weights for hidden_input

for(int j:0; j<innum; j++)
{

fl oat deltaw:learningrate*errhIi] * inunit[]+rnomentum*oldhidwIi] [] ;

oldhidwIi][]:deltaw;
hidwIi][]+:deltaw;

Ì
for (int i:0; i<outnum; i++) llupdafe weights for ouput_hidden

for(int j:0 ; jchidnum j++)
{

fl oat deltaw:leamingrate*eroIi] *hidunit[ ]+r¡6¡ne¡1urn*oldoutw[i] [ ] ;

oldoutwIi][]:deltaw;
outw[i][]+:deltaw;

Ì
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return seq; // return the sum ofsquare
)
public float NetOutput(float[] buf) /l getthe net's prediction

{
float rnax:0.0F;
int idx:O;
for (int i:0; i<buf.length; i++)
{

if (buf[i]>rnax)

{
max:buf[i];
idx:i;

Ì
Ì
float predicted:0.0F;

if (concorinten::true)

{
predicted:(fl oat)Math.pow( I 0, idx* increment);

Ì
else

{
predicted:idx;

Ì
return predicted;

)

public void TrainNet0 throws lOException ll train anet
{

int k:0;

String snap:new StringQ; // the screen snap string
while (k< (epochs+ 1) && stoptraining::false )
{

float sse:0.0F; i/ the sum ofsquare on a whole epoch
for (int i:0; i<fs.length; i++) ll for each instance, update weights
{

Readlns(ß[i]);
ForwardNet0;
sse+:UpdateNetO;

ì
t

if ( (k%10) ::0) /loutput accuracy, SSE, and MSE for each 10 epochs

{
int cornum:0;
for (int i=0; i<fs.length; i++)
Iì

Readlns(fsIi]);
ForwardNet0;
if (concorinten::true)

{
if ( Math.abs( Math.log 1O(concentration)

Math.logl 0(NetOutput(outunit)) ) <:(incrementl2.0Ð )
comum++;

)
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else
II

if ( Math.abs( tarinten - NetOutput(outunir) ) <:0.5F )
cornum++;

)

)
float acc:(float)cornum / (float)fs.length *100.0F; ll gettlte accur.acy
float mse:sse/(float)fs.length; // get the MSE

if (concorinten::true)

{
snap:"Epoch:"*kf "; SSE:"fsse*", MSE:"+n'ìse*",

Concentration accuracy("+cornumf "/"+fs. length+"¡:" +acc+'t o/o't 
;

Ì
else

{
Snap:'tBpoan-"*kf": SSE:"*sse+", MSE:"*mSe*",

Intensity accuracy("*cornum*"/"*fs. length+"):"-¡ acc+" yo" 
;

Ì
ndf.DisplayMessage(snap);

if ( isout::true)
{

SnaP+:rr\r\n" '

SaveOutputTo(outfile, snap); ll save the screen output into a
/lTtle

Ì
Ì
k++;

ì
J

)
public void TestNetQ throws IOException // test a net

{
float acc:O.0F;
float sumerr:0.0F;
int cornum:O;

String snap=rew String0;

for (int i:0; icfs.length; i++) ll for each instance, test the ner

{
Readlns(fsIi]);
ForwardNet0;
fl oat nnout:Netoutput(outunit);
float elr:0.0f;
if (concorinten::true)
Iì

err:(fl oat)Math.log 1 0(nnout)-(fl oat)Math. log I 0(concenrration);
Ì
else
fI

Ì
el'r:nnout-tarinten:
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fl oat abserr:Math. abs(err) ;

if (concorinten::true)

{
if (abserr<:in crement/2. 0f)

cornutn++;

Ì
else

{
if (absen <:0.5F )

cornum++;

Ì
sunrerr*:abserr;

if (concorinten::true)
ft 

,nup:fs[i].getName0+", "*en-codel", "*san'tple-codet":
concentration: "*concentration

+"(log I 0:"+Math. log I 0(concentration)+
"),NN

concentration:"+nnout*"(log l 0:"+Math.logl 0(nnout)+"), error:"*err;
Ì
else

{
snap:fs[i].getNameO+", "*en_code*", "*sample_code+":
intensitY:"+larinten
+" , NN intensity:"+¡nout*" , error:"*err;

)
ndf. Disp layMessage(snap) ;

if (isout::true)
{

snaP+:rr\r\n'r '

SaveOutputTo(outfile, snap);

Ì
Ì
int total:fs.length;
acc:(float)cornum / (float)total +100.0F;

float mse:surnerr / (float)total;
Silap:ttgu*t afy: accuracy "icornum*"/"+total+" :"+acc*"%o, mean error:"fmse;
ndf.DisplayMessage(snap);
if (isour:true)
{

snap*:"\r\n";
SaveOutputTo(outfìle, snap);

ì
)

public void NetPredict(File[] testfs) throws lOException // net prediction

{
String snap:new Stling0;

for' (int i:0, ictestfs.length; i++) ll for each instance, test the net

{
Readlns(testfsIi]);
ForwardNet0;
fl oat nnout:NetOutput(outunit) ;
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if(concorinten::true)
{

snap:testfsIi].getName0+", "*en_code+", "*sample_code+": NN
concentration:,'Ìnnout*" (log I 0:',+

Math. log I 0(nnout)+")" ;
ìj
else

{
snap:testfsIi].getName0+", "*en_code+", "*sample_code+": NN

intensity:"+¡¡gr¡'
ì.
J

ndf.DisplayMessage(snap);

if (isout::true)
{

SnâP*:rr\¡¡ntt '

SaveOutputTo(outfìle, snap);

Ì
)

Ì

public void SaveOutputTo(Sh'ing fp, String con) throws IOException l/ save screen output into a
/lltle

fI
File Ènew File(fp);
RandomAccessFi Ie fout:new RandomAccessFile(f, "r'w");
fout. se ek(f. I en gth0) ;

fo ut. write B y tes(con) ;

fout.close0;

Ì

public void SaveNet(File f) throws lOException ll save a net into a file
{

RandomAccessFi le fout:new RandomAccessFile(f, "rw") ;

fout.writeBoolean(concorinten);
fout.writel nt(innurn) ;

fout.writelnt(hidnun);
fout. wr i te I nt(o utnu m ) ;

fout. wlite I nt(epoc hs) ;

fout. writeFl oat(learn ingrate);
fout.writeFloat(m omentum) ;

for (int i:0; ichidnurn; i++)
for (int j:0; jcinnurn; j++)

fout.writeFloat(hidwIi] [ ]);
for'(int i:0; i<outnuur; i++)

for (int j:0; j<hidnurn; j++)
fout.writeFloat(outwIi] []);

fout.close0;

)
public void LoadNet(File f) throws lOException ll load a net frorn a file
{

try
{

RandornAccessFile fi n:new RandomAccessFile(f,"r");
concorinten:fi n.readBool ean0 ;
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innum:fin.readInt0;
hidnum:fin.r'eadlnt0;
outnum:fin.readlnt0;
epochs:fin.readlnt0;
learningrate:fìn.readFloat0;
llomentum:fi n.readFloat0;
increnrent:5.0f/ (fl oat)(outnum);

inunit:new fl oatIinnum] ;

hidunit:new fl oat[hidnum] ;

outunit:new fl oat[outnum] ;

tarout:new fl oat[outnurn] ;

hidw:new fl oat[hidnum] [innum];
outw:new fl oat[outnum] [hidnum] ;

oldhidw:new fl oat[hidnum] [innum] ;

oldoutw:new fl oat[outnum] [hidnurn] ;

errh:new fl oat[hidnum] ;

erro:new fl oat[outnum] ;

for(int i:0; ichidnum; i++)
for (int j:0; jcinnum;j++)

hidwIi] []:fi n.readFloat0;
for (int i:0; i<outnum; i++)

for (int j:0; jchidnurn; j++)
outwIi] [ ]:fi n. r'eadFloat0 ;

fin.close0;
)
catch (FileNotFoundException e)

{
isload:false;
System.out.println("File not found. ");

)
)

public void EarlyStopping(File[] tf) throws IOException //Training a net
//with considering the accuracy on a validation data set

{
int k:0;

String snap:new String0; // the screen snap string
while (k< (epochs+i) && stoptraining::false )
{

float sse:O.OF: l/ the sum of square on a whole epoch
for' (int i:0; i<fs.length; i++) ll for each instance, update weights

{
Readlns(fsIi]);
ForwardNet0;
sse+:UPdateNetO'

)
if ( (k%10) ::0) l/output accuracy, SSE, and MSE for each i0 epochs

{
int cornurn:0;
for (int i:0; i<fs.length; i++)

{
Readlns(fsIi]);
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ForwardNetQ;
if (concorinten::true)

{
if ( Math.abs( Math.logl0(concentration)

Math.logl 0(NetOutput(outuniÐ) ) <:(incremenT/2.0Ð )
cornum++;

Ì
else
II

if ( Math.abs( tarinten - Netoutput(outunit) ) <:0.5F )
cornum++;

Ì

)
float acc:(float)cornum / (float)fs.length xl00.0F; ll getfhe accuracy
float mse:sse/(float)fs.length; // get the MSE

float[] tar:new float[2];
int testcomurn:0;
for (int i:0; i<tf.length; i++)
{

Readlns(tf[i], tar);
ForwardNet0;
if (concorinten::true)

{
if (Math.abs(Math.log10(tar[0])

Math.logl0(NetOutput(outunit)) ) <: increment )
testcornulr++;

)
else

{
if ( Math.abs( tar!l- NetOutput(outunit) ) <:0.5F )

testcornuln++;

Ì

)
float testacc:(float)testcornurn / (float)tf.length *100.0F; ll calculate

/lfhe accuracy on a validation data set

if (concorinten::true)

{
snap:rrEpoch:"*k*", SSE:"+ssef ", MSE:"*mse*",

Concenh ation accuracy("*collum+"/"+fs.length+")%o:"+acc*", Test accuracy
("+testcornum+"/"+tf. I ength+ ")%o : "+testacc*", " i

i
else

{
snap:"Epoch:"*k*", SSE:"+sse-l-", MSE:"+rnse+", Intensity

accuracy("+cornum*"/"*fs.length+")0¿:"+acc*", Test accuracy
("+testcornum+"/"+tf. len gth+ ")%o: "+testacc*", ",

)
ndf.DisplayMessage(snap) ;

if ( isout::true)
II

snap+:"\r\nrr '
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llltle
SaveOutputTo(outfile, snap); l/ save the screen output into a

ì
J

)
k++;
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Appendix B: Original Sensor Responses of Training Data

Conccntration(/4rr) Scnsorl Sensor: Scrlsori Scnsor.l Scnsor5 Scnsor6 ScnsorT ScnsorE Scnsorg Scnsorl0 Scnsorll Scnsorl:
120. 0.181483 -0.090749 -0.i71884 -0.066736

120 0.184828 -0.092128 -0.178426 -0.06455

720 0.734945 -0.078534 -0.18æ66 -0.056308

120 0.18s94 -0.094878 -0.185078 -0.06596

240 0.1597æ -0.152473 -0.309237 -0.10ú72
24Ð .0.167t63 -0.L576 -0.319757, -0.172299

2q 0.r6N57 -0.159391 -0.325294 -0.112834

240 0.141404 -0. 14934 -0. 33¿88 -0. 107065

480 0.201328 -0.30s498 -0.554545 -0.221263

480 . 0.20071 -0.314182 -0.567584 -0.226s37
480 0.205091 -0.3207æ -O.57 76 -0.231267

480 0. 195138 -0.301638 -0.57574 -0.21926

960 0.322513 -0.56341 -0.849626 -0.425176

.9E0 0.3ë902 -0.57624s -0.863966 -0.43s44

960 0.333093 -0.58%27 -0.8n&4 -0.444924

960 0.311305 -0.56772 -0.876139 -0.42%s8

1940 0.s1s493 -1.017408 -r.2Ø722 -0.8303æ

1940 0.513875 -7.07Ø07 -7.261473 -0.82806

1940 0.519003 -1.029909 -7.274144 -0.839835

1940 0.495023 -0.æ7837 -1.2&137 -0.811915

3880 0.64108 -1.4ss379 -7-654952 -1.29s538

388¡ 0.@3674 -1.46118 -1.661003, -1.300981

¡e80, 0.646s94 -1.4tÌ5189 -1.678034! -r.32rBL3
3880 0.628s83 -1.44495 -t.63n8 -1.286888

n50 0.7305æ -1.966953 -2.064644 -7.723709

7i50 0.732329 -1.988017 -2.079858 -r.7471ss

ns1 0.732727 -t.W7453 -2.08s126 -1.749442

nsÙ 0.72929t -r.968729 -2.081æ6 -1.726238

$550 0.7977t./ -2.49 U -2.48123 -2.292524

155s0 0.79t95, -2.492841 -2.4736Ér'. -2.287756

15550 0.794775 -2. s00205 -2.471034 -2.292827

15550 0.79749 -2.4ñ159 -2.47%23 -2.28f/.36

-0.072727 -0.074739 0.2352%
-0.0738t4. -0.0147Ø 0.2324U
-0.060937 -0.012493 0.228213

-0.074898. -0.014739 0.233861

-0.117861 -0.022774 0.254586
-0.121359 -0.023282 0.2ffi063
-0.121892 -0.021295 0.260013

-0. 115003 -0.022747 0.L5t726
-0. 239875 -0. 044886 0.30y8s
-0.24s59 -0.04s455 0.309114
-0.251556, -0.0460æ 0.313144
-0.235879 -0.044293 0.310182

-0.45r'f26 -0.088687 0.375551

-0.46t55 -0.089205 0.376937
-0.4753s' -0.090341 0.382022

-0.456681 -0.089205 0.379603

-0.856117 -0.197727 0.472739
-0.854545 -0.7 I34 0.473578
-0. 867016. -0.200228 0. 474539

-0.837386 -0.193182 0.47146
- 1.370Ê67 -0.4 0. 56928

-7.3nr68 -0.401364 0.569883
-1.39863s -0.4124 0.573817

-1.35274 -0.3985)2 0.57065/.

-7.874247 -0.717045 0.661013

- 1.89488 - 0. 727686 0. 663339

-7.fr37& -0.731097. 0. @273
-1.876347 -0.722317 0.663156

- 2. 336498 - 1. 101283 0. 743883

-2.336552 -7.094723 0.743439

-2.32846 -7.094066 0.742909
-2.339+sr: -1.095501 0.7431æ

0. 18133 0.153946 0.12755 0.1875 0.2t068
0.17861 0. 150691 0.77st7 0.185499 0.2s3s17

0.17Æ6 o. 14841 o. 168%7 o. 180446 o. 249513

0,17892 0.150531 0.17s873 0.185378 0.255361

0.189189 0.162863 0.188347 0.207754 0.274713

0.193697 0.166185 0.192s8 0.212t 0.279702
0.19315 0.1647% 0.192398 0.2117t6 0.2795r'¡9

0.188298 o. r6r9sc o. rgo+og' o. zoæ:3 0.27379
0.21895 0.18€473 0.2248í8 0.26145r'. O.32M29

0.221201 0.188062 0.228159 0.2Ø726 0.324185
0.224612 0.190903 0.231724 0.2æ376 0.328707

0.221434 o.L88f07 0.226r'76 0.265727 0.324333
0.26t91 0.218609 0.282631 0.340342 o.385041

0.267208 0.21825 0.28r''228 0.341n2 0.3er¡,s2
0.2714ß 0.22765:. O. ZeSZOg O.347313 0.391707

0.267496 0.219504 0.283892 0.344008' 0.387549

0.338538 0.262073 0.371457 0.455171 0.4711.82

0.338983 0.262692 0.372483 0.49449 0.471783

0. 341093 0. 263529 0. 374916 0. 4s6811 0.473905

0.336771 0.261108 0.368332 0-452888 0.469802

0.417145 0. 308113 0.46318s 0. s68306 0. s53045

0.417668 0.308462 0.4&694 0.568406 0.554038

o. 420904 0. 31109s 0.469181 0.s72g87 0.ss7653
0.41756 0. 308511 0. 462831 0. 569151 0.553817

0.498269 0_ 356314 0. ss5z33 0.673789 0.632425

0. 500931 0. 358215 0. 5584 0.676088 0. 63497

0.502461 0.358974. 0.560224 0.6n395 0.636279

0.499814 0.3t097 0.5s6267 0.675823 0.634091

0.580336 0.407479. 0.Ø1792. 0.76r''501 .0..7-09854
0.s80333 0.40248 0.æ1844 0.763818 0.708918

0.580 7 0.4nØ. 0.Ø2128 0.763426 0.708863

0. t9573 0.40600e 0.6400g1 0.763557 0.7076s3
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Appendix C: Original Sensor Responses (Relative Changes in Electrical
Resistance) of Testing Data

Concentration(par) Sensorl Sensor2 Sensorl Sensor4 SeDsor5 SeDsor6 ScnsorT SensorS Sensor9 ScDsorl0 Sensorll Sensor12

5 0.184144 -0.019988 -OOifþ41 -O 016546 -0.017606 -0.005129 0ZW& 0.166132 o 135925 0.157769 0.157913 0.2í{,4'16

5 o160402 0.m8117 0.013283 -0.0C6041 -0.006332 -O(r)zU 0.í92883 0.156306 0.125681 0144559 0.145fj71 0.2171æ
5 0.181915 -o.o2o432 -0.0436e6 -0.0i3048 -o.o1ai2g -0.m5659 o.2osg7s 0.166015 o:asrsz o.rsl7'34 0157695 o.2:øâ7
5 0.178005 -0.t20u9 -o.u5321 -0.013971 -0.018097 -0.005æ3 0.2C69i1 0.165957 0.'135213 0j5a322 0.158003 0.231094

10 0.15011 -0.0'11856 -O.O24g2g -0.010735 -0.011654 -0.004538 0j97017 0.160'113 0.rcnql 0.150708 0.1ffi 0'21æ2
10 0:Æ457 -O.O12æ7 -0.028436 -O.O10707 -O.O1228g -0.m3402 0.201923 0.1634rJ9 0.13344 0.154053 0.1536'l O.ZæS8
to 0.15625 0.008161 0.012821 -0.006604 -0006875 -0.002836 0.19317 0.15696 0.1rug 0.1452% 0.1Æ17 0.21745Æ

10 0.144242 -O.O127æ -0.030303 -O.O1123 -0.011543 -0.m3401 0.203033 0j6425€ 0.1U41g 0.154698 o 154657 014]8149

25 0.144æ5 -O.O1U4 -O.c/iO207 -O.O14æ2 -0.015658 -O.OO51o8 0.202292 o 163013 0.133846 0.152941 0.154474 022æ11
25 0.137491 -0.018868 -0.043503 -O.O1ffi2 -0.016154 -0.005108 0.205691 0.165315 0.136555 0.156166 0.157æ9 0.2æ596

25. 0jsJæ2 -0.015259 -0.032032 -0.012115 -0.012169 -0.003973 0.19963 0.1600æ 0.131132 0.1492c6 0.151967 0.m1
25 0.1æ416 -0.019864 -o.U547g -0.01s127 -0.016129 -0.æ454 o.2u1?a 0.163617 0.134376 0.154567 0.156038 ozlæ5
50 0.14086 -O.OS086Z -O.O7oO48 -OO2æZ -O.OZ¿Sæ -00C63S5 o.ZæZæ 0.166078 0.138008 0.1æ7æ 0.16117 0.23ffi

. 50 0.19306 -o.o312s -o.o73228 -o:o22814 -o.o2s1os -o.ffi243 .0z1ffi olæ'tsz o.rùrs. o rszsza 0.i61465 0.23359i

50 0.123618 -0.031679 -0076613 -0.0239 -0.025078 -0.005675 0.21c/¡94 0.166374 0.138162 0.157701 0.16175 0.2æ954

50 0.'159473 -O.O27793 -0.065796 -O.O2æ25 -O.O22222 -0.m5675 0.26762 016359'1 0135343 01ss235 0.159153, O2,:W31

1oo 0.144132 -0.O5721g -0.133755 -0.041Æ2 -O.U¿æq -0.m9075 022iÐÆ O.1727g2 0.1460'13 0.165325 0.174n O.24ffi3
1m o.ß444A -0.m1235 -O.ß4A4 -0.043573 -Oc/,71g5 -0.010789 0.22/ff1 0.173Æ9 0.145594 0.166333 0.175534 0.245æ1

1oo 0.1242 -O.(xI]542 -0.14æ21 -0.043319 -0.046073 -0.010221 0.226223 0.17íffl2 o 14ô599 0.1æ778. 0.176231 0.2æ
1oo o 163s57 -o.osss2s -0.132801 -o.o413 -o.u2agl -o.oio216 0.2213s2 017æ¡28 o:424o7 o.roìæg o.17gi7s o.24i762
2û 0.162125 -0.159164 -O.?Ms -0j14145 -0.1224æ -O.0244Ðøt 02ff,j762 0.195381 0.166I/3 0.192694 0.218155 028æ,16

2fi 0.151886 -O.11fj€fj7 -0.32016 -0.105a37 -0.113326 -O.O21U. O.4715 o194161 0.16656 0.19193 0.214431 0.282015

2û 0.13592s -0.149015 -0.33633'1 -0.'r0687 -0¡1ß4 -o.e2727 0.263859 0.193446 0.166182 o.rôtsog 0.21421¡1 0.281'r59

2fi 0.1æ74 -0.14æ13. -032ß74 -0.104018 -0111052 -002.134 0m3142 0.1927æ 0.16565 0.189511 0.21Æ93 0.27g2g7

5oo 0.205Æ -0.2€fß41 -0.55167 -0.211245 -O.2 n2 -O.Ug7 0.3134a1 0.22183 0.18854 0.2262cf. 0.ß7165 0.325348

500 0.2022c6 -0.æ3514 -0.580102 -0.21374 -0.237 -0.045997 0.318644 0.225545 0.1æ732 0.2¡fF41 0.271æ 0.331083

ffi O.1U2O2 -0.297398 -0.574216 -O.21æg4 -O.232úg -0.044318 0.312325 O.2215g5 0.18816 0.2%W oreq'Í 0.3252æ

5oo o.2g31€r -0.286255 -0.561208 -O.21c44 -O225ffi -0.044861 0.314356 02)e)t) 0.'189467 0.2 55 0.æg47g 0.326059

1om 0.336515 -O.snOÆ -0.898603 -0.4/0327 -0/ffj213 -0.093697 0.391723 0.27455a 0.223752 0'ff)312 0.355321 0.3975/

1ooo 0.325893 -0.572ß7 -0.896296 -0.4ß344 -O/fj23y¡3 -0.092561 0.388101 0.2721A3 0.2217g 0.2æ5n 0.351186 0.394982

jooo o9J4655 -0.589012 -0904605 -O.44s4s2 -0.476%7 :9,9IS€ O3æ47s 0.27ß15 . 02243s2 O2s]9ss O,aS+OrZ O.æZS<O

looo 0.350248 -0.560451 -0.896507 -0.426616 -0.451579 -0.091373 0.387307 0.27æ52 0221259 0285714 0.952741 0393ø16

2ffi 0.537733 -1j24175 -1.4:gÆ5 -0.958086 -0.97ú27 -O.2ffi51 0.515427 0.367804 0.279152 0.402492 0.æZSCt O.ffiZ1A
2ffi 0.545639 -1.105678 -1.417294 -O. 2241 -0.984165 -O.25212g O.51443A 0.?ß7751 0.27g44g 0.403356 0.499719 0.50526

2{n 0.54æ24 -1.117144 -1.428968 -0.973586 -0.995607 -O.25/i€1 0515581 0.369979 0.280735 0.M 0.500795 0.ffi7312

2ffi 0.53516 -1jcrÐ47 -1.419825 -O.W1O7 -O.S88Or -0.24929 0.508863 0.36518 0277244 O.ñ2æ3 0.495052 O.fi1207

Tq, 0.65473 -r.æææ -r.AreZgr -1.44919 -l.Støg -0.49773 0.610287 0.446833 0.32421 0.493532 O.6123n 0.585497

5ooo. 0.667467 -1.628417 -1.82?/¡5 -1.Æ7 -1.g17g3 -0.509081 0.61237 0.450891 O.32724g 0.498716 0.614155 0.588407

w)'0.6702ß -1.ffi202 -1.8æ702 -1.Æ3272 -1.55nß -0.513913 0.610423 0.45'1155 o.gZZSSg O.SOOSZ5 0.613713 0.587563

1oooo 0.74fJ2sa -2.130933 -2.23ß274 -',1.883386 -Z.OlSæq -0.454793 o.7o1o31 0.53174 0.375309 0.5874S9 0.714æ5 0.665955

lmoo 0.755896 -2.14g7g4 -2.2Xfr3 -1.912155 -2.055598 -0.864305 0701577 0.533822 O3n443 0.590814 0r7i5366 0667629

100ry 0.758176 -2162929 -2.243242 -1.924%4 -2.07C265 -0.868892 0.700983 0.5342eø O3n1fl O.5s1823 0]15213 0.667656

1W O75g7U -2.18fi3 -22æ2æ -1 9459¡3 -2.087385 -0.Arc'ßZ O.7O175g 0.535909 0.378923 0.58423 0.717278 0.668491

2AJû. O.A12s37 -2.622949 -2.62æ4 -2.44ç.ffjg -2.4/0144 -1..227æ5 0.n411 o.OTOOOS 0.42æ77 0.668585 0.79371 0.736506

zæoo ô.ersasr -2.63395s -2.æ7628 -2.4æsrø -2læ1ss -1:2stø1 o.n2s2s g6097s4 0.426555 0.669082,0.792687 0.7:rl202.

20@ 0.816929 -2.64æ44 -2.6'13933 -2.47142 -2.Æ2714 -1.2g37O7 O.næ42 0.610821 O.427?fß 0.6704S6 0.793008 0.736901

200m 0.81912 -2.6744æ -2.634555 -2.4959f€ -2.Ææ1 -1.24€þ31 0.773551 0.612321 0.428986 0.672608 0.79474 0.73nc6
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Appendix D: Input Data Files to ENBrain

The data files are included in the attached CD.

The data file for one n-butanol sample:

F I _t 0, I, I 20,4. 6 I,0. 1 8 1 48 3,-0. 090749,-0. I 7 1 884, -0.0667 3 6,-0. 07 27 27,-

0. 0 I 47 3 9, 0. 2 3 5 2 9 4, 0. I B I 3 3, 0. I 5 3 946, 0. I 7 7 7 5 5, 0. I 87 5, 0. 2 5 7 0 68

In the above data file, F1_10 is EN_code, 1 is sample code, 120 is the concenlration,4.6I
is the intensity, and the followed 12 numbers are sensor responses. There are 80 data f,iles
used for training and testing ENBrain.
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